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We define a semantic framework to reason about properties of abstractions of SLD-derivations.
The framework allows us to address problems such as the relation between the (top-down) opera-
tional semantics and the (bottom-up) denotational semantics, the existence of a denotation for a set of
definite clauses and their properties (compositionality w.r.t. various syntactic operators, correctness,
minimality, and precision). Using abstract interpretation techniques to model abstraction allows us
to state very simple conditions on the observables which guarantee the validity of several general
theorems. C° 2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Definite logic programs have a very elegant declarative semantics, i.e., the least Herbrand model.
However, some semantics-based techniques (such as program analysis, debugging and transformation)
require more traditional semantics which are able to capture computational rather than declarative
properties. Semantic definitions can be different in style, as in the case of the top-down SLD-resolution
operational semantics and the bottom-up fixpoint denotational semantics. They can be different because
of some of their properties. For example, SLD-resolution is goal-dependent since it allows us to compute
a denotation for a given goal. The fixpoint semantics is instead goal-independent, since it provides a
denotation for a set of procedure declarations.
Some important properties of a semantics can be described as compositionality properties. One
example is OR-compositionality, which tells us that the denotation of a set of clauses can be obtained
by composing the denotations of the clauses. Most of the existing goal-independent semantics, such
as the standard fixpoint semantics, are not OR-compositional. However the most relevant difference is
related to the observable the semantics is intended to model. An observable is any property which can be
observed in an SLD-tree. Some observables model declarative properties. An example is correct answer
substitutions. However, most useful observables model operational properties. Examples are resultants,
proof trees, finite failures, computed answer substitutions, partial answers, call patterns, types, and
groundness dependencies.
Several ad-hoc semantics modeling various observables have been defined. These include correct an-
swer substitutions [8, 24], computed answer substitutions [23], partial answers [22], OR-compositional
correct answers [30], OR-compositional computed answers [6], call patterns [29], proof trees [38, 39],
and resultants [28]. In addition there are several semantics specifically designed for static program
analysis, which can handle various observables such as types and groundness dependencies.
A framework where one can define denotations modeling various observables (thus inheriting the
basic constructions and results) was given in [27], by defining the observables by means of equivalence
relations. More general semantic frameworks, which can also take into account approximation, can
be defined by using abstract interpretation [17, 18], a theory which was developed to reason about
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the relation among different semantics, including the approximate semantics useful for static program
analysis. This is the approach taken in [10], where an observable is an abstraction according to abstract
interpretation theory, and in [31], where abstract interpretation is used to discuss the relation among
different semantics.
In this paper we push forward the approach in [10] by defining a semantic framework1 whose
ingredients are, as in the case of most abstract interpretation frameworks, a concrete semantics and an
observable. Our concrete semantics [15] models SLD-trees and is formalized both denotationally and
operationally. Its main properties (see Section 2.2) are
† equivalence between operational semantics and denotational semantics,
† existence of a goal-independent denotation for a set of definite clauses, defined in terms of a
transition system, equivalent to the (denotational) fixpoint semantics,
† correctness and minimality (w.r.t. SLD-trees), AND-compositionality, and OR-compositionality
of the goal-independent denotations.
An observable (Section 3) is a Galois insertion between the domain of SLD-trees and an abstract
domain describing the properties to be modeled. The abstract denotational definition, transition system,
and goal-independent denotations are systematically derived from the concrete ones by replacing the
concrete semantic operators with their optimal abstract versions (Section 4).
The next step is the definition of a taxonomy of classes of observables. An observable belongs to a
class if it satisfies a set of conditions relating the concrete semantic operators and the Galois insertion.
Once we have shown that an observable belongs to a given class, we know how to automatically derive
the “best” semantics and which are the properties of such a semantics. The properties we consider
include precision, relation between abstract operational semantics and abstract denotational semantics,
existence of a goal-independent denotation for a set of definite clauses, correctness, minimality, and
compositionality w.r.t. various syntactic operators.
The first class we consider is the one of perfect observables (Section 5). We prove that perfect
observables are precise and have all the properties of the concrete semantics. We show that this class
includes resultants and proof trees.
For the class of denotational observables (Section 6), we can obtain the optimal abstract semantics
only in a denotational way, by taking the optimal abstract version of the semantic operator defining
the denotation of the clauses (roughly speaking, the immediate consequences operator). The abstract
operational semantics is less accurate. We prove that denotational observables have a precise abstract
denotational semantics and that the abstract (goal-independent) denotation is correct, minimal, and AND-
compositional. Therefore, by moving from perfect to denotational observables, we lose the precision
of the abstract transition system and OR-compositionality. We show that the class includes computed
answer substitutions and call patterns.
The third class of observables we study is the class of semi-denotational observables (Section 7),
intended to model some of the properties useful for static program analysis, where we give up preci-
sion to achieve termination in the construction of the abstract semantics. The semantics construction of
semi-denotational observables is the same as that of denotational observables. We just lose the precision
of the abstract denotational semantics (which is in any case more accurate than the operational one). We
formally show that the class includes the domainPOS for groundness analysis and the domain depth(k).
Finally, we consider the class of semi-perfect observables (Section 8) which allow us to handle ap-
proximate semantics in an operational way and to model top-down program analysis. These observables
have all the properties of perfect observables apart from precision. In particular, they have equivalent op-
erational and denotational semantics, and the (top-down and bottom-up) goal-independent denotations
are AND-compositional and OR-compositional. Let us just note that semi-perfect observables are essen-
tially the observables which model top-down abstract interpretation frameworks (for example, [7, 41]).
In Section 9 we show how our results give some new insights into some classical controversial issues,
such as top-down analysis versus bottom-up analysis and goal-dependence versus goal-independence.
Finally, in Section 10, we discuss some practical applications (in particular to diagnosis and verification)
and some extensions of the framework.
1 A preliminary version of the framework is described in [11].
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2. PRELIMINARIES
In the following sections, we assume familiarity with the standard notions of logic programming as
introduced in [2] and [43].
We denote function composition by the symbol – and will often omit it. When clear from the context,
the identity function on some domain will be denoted simply by Id.
2:1: Logic Programming
Throughout the paper we assume programs and goals being defined on a first order language given
by a signature 6 consisting of a finite set F of function symbols, a finite set 5 of predicate symbols
and a denumerable set V of variable symbols. T denotes the set of terms built on F and V . Given a
syntactic expression E , var(E) is the set of the (free) variables of E .
A substitution is a mapping # : V ! T such that the set dom(#) :D fx j #(x) 6D xg (domain of #)
is finite. " is the empty substitution. range(#) denotes the range of # , i.e., the set fy j x 6D #(x); y 2
var(#(x))g. If# is a substitution and E is a syntactic expression,# jE is the restriction of# to the variables
in var(E). The composition #¾ of the substitutions # and ¾ is defined as functional composition. A
substitution # is called idempotent if ## D # or, equivalently, if dom(#)\ range(#) D ;. A renaming
is a (nonidempotent) substitution ‰ for which there exists the inverse ‰¡1, such that ‰‰¡1 D ‰¡1‰ D ".
The preordering • (more general than) on substitutions is such that # • ¾ if and only if there
exists # 0 such that ## 0 D ¾ . The result of the application of a substitution # to a term t is an in-
stance of t and is denoted by t# . We define t • t 0 (t is more general than t 0) if and only if there
exists # such that t# D t 0. The relation • is a preorder (called subsumption) and by · we de-
note the associated equivalence relation (variance). A substitution # is a unifier of terms t and t 0
if t# D t 0# . If two terms are unifiable then they have an idempotent most general unifier which is
unique up to renaming. Therefore mgu(t1; t2) denotes any such an idempotent most general unifier
of t1 and t2. All the above definitions can be extended to other syntactic expressions in the obvious
way.
We restrict our attention to idempotent substitutions, unless explicitly stated otherwise. The set of all
idempotent substitutions is denoted by Subst.
An atom is an object of the form p(t1; : : : ; tn) where p 2 5; t1; : : : ; tn 2 T . A goal is a sequence of
atoms A1; : : : ; Am . The empty goal is denoted by h. The set of all atoms is denoted by Atoms and the
set of all goals is denoted by Goals. We denote by G and B possibly empty sequences of atoms, by t; x
tuples of, respectively, terms and distinct variables. Moreover, we denote by t both the tuple and the set
of corresponding syntactic objects. Let x :D x1; : : : ; xn and t :D t1; : : : ; tn; in the following if, for any
i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, xi 6D ti , then fx=tg denotes the substitution fx1=t1; : : : ; xn=tng. Moreover, B, B0 denotes
the concatenation of B and B0. An atomic goal is called pure if it is in the form p(x). By preds(B)
we denote the set of predicates occurring in B.
A (definite) clause is a formula of the form H ˆ A1; : : : ; An with n ‚ 0, where H (the head ) and
A1; : : : ; An (the body) are atoms. “ˆ” and “,” denote logical implication and conjunction respectively,
and all variables are universally quantified. If the body is empty the clause is a unit clause. A program is
a finite set of (definite) clauses. A query is the union of a goal G with a logic program P , here denoted
by the formula G in P .
Definite clauses have a natural computational reading based on the resolution procedure. The spe-
cific resolution strategy called SLD can be described as follows. Let G :D A1; : : : ; Ak be a goal and
c :D H ˆ B be a (definite) clause. G 0 is derived from G and c by using # if and only if there exists an
atom Am , 1 • m • k, such that # D mgu(Am; H ) and G 0 D (A1; : : : ; Am¡1; B; AmC1; : : : ; Ak)# .
An SLD-derivation (or simply a derivation) of the query G in P consists of a (possibly infinite)
sequence of goals G0, G1, G2; : : : called resolvents, together with a sequence c1, c2; : : : of vari-
ants of clauses in P which are renamed apart2 and a sequence #1; #2; : : : of idempotent mgus such
that G0DG and, for i ‚ 1, each G i is derived from G i¡1 and ci by using #i . An SLD-refutation
of G in P is a finite SLD-derivation of G in P which has the empty goal h as the last goal in
the derivation and the composition of all the mgus (restricted to the variables of G) is a computed
2 That is, each ci is such that it does not share any variable with G0; c1; : : : ; ci¡1.
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answer substitution for G in P . An SLD-tree of G in P is the prefix tree3 of all SLD-derivations of G
in P .
A selection rule R is a function which, when applied to a “history” containing the goal, all the
clauses and the mgus used in the derivation G0;G1; : : : ;G i , returns an atom in G i . Such an atom is
the selected atom in G i by R. In the following, for the sake of simplicity, we consider the PROLOG
leftmost selection rule. All our results can be generalized to skeleton rules [28].
In the following G #1!
c1
¢ ¢ ¢ #n!
cn
Gn; (n ‚ 0) denotes a (finite) SLD-derivation of goal G via the leftmost
selection rule. The derivation uses the renamed apart clauses c1; : : : ; cn and # :D (#1 ¢ ¢ ¢#n)jG is its
(partial) computed answer substitution. We also denote by G #!
P
⁄B a finite SLD-derivation of G in P
via the leftmost selection rule, where # is the computed answer substitution and B is the last resolvent.
Given a derivation d, first(d) and last(d) (if d is finite) are respectively the first and the last goal of
d. answer(d) is the (partial) computed answer substitution of d (restricted to the variables of first(d)).
Computed answer substitutions are always restricted to the variables of the goal. length (d) denotes the
length of the derivation and clauses(d) denotes the sequence of clauses of d. By an abuse of notation,
we denote a zero-length derivation of G by G itself.
In the paper we use standard results on the ordinal powers "n of continuous functions on complete
lattices. Namely, given any monotonic operator T on (C;v); T"! :D tn<!T"n; T"nC1 :D T (T"n)
for n < !, and T"0 :D ?C , where ?C is the least element and t is the lub operation of C . Moreover,
if T is continuous, its least fixpoint is T"!.
We use the lambda notation to denote partial functions by allowing expressions in lambda-terms that
are not always defined. Hence a lambda expression ‚x .E denotes a partial function which on input x
takes the value E[x] if the expression E[x] is defined, otherwise it is undefined. g :D f [v=x ] denotes
the function g such that g(x) D v and 8y 6D x ¢g(y) D f (y). Furthermore ?? denotes the undefined
element. For each set S we assume that ?? µ S;?? [ S D S and ; 6µ ??.
2:2: The Basic Semantics
In this section we summarize the main definitions and theorems of the SLD-trees semantics, exten-
sively studied in [15]. This semantics is the concrete semantics in our abstraction framework. Therefore
its definition styles (denotational semantics and transition system) will be inherited by all the abstract
semantics. This will also be the case for some of the compositionality and equivalence properties stated
at the end of this section.
A set of derivations S is well-formed if and only if, for any d in S, any prefix of d is also in S.
We denote by WFS the complete lattice of well-formed sets of derivations, partially ordered by µ. A
well-formed set S is a pointwise variant of S0 if, for anyd 2 S, there existsd0 2 S0, such that clauses(d)
· clauses(d0) and vice versa.
A collection D is a partial function Goals*WFS such that, for every G 2Goals, if D(G) is defined,
then it is a well-formed set of derivations all starting from the goal G. Hence a collection is a function
which associates to any goal G a (representation of) a partial SLD-tree of G in P (if the collection is
maximal then the SLD-tree is complete). C is the domain of all the collections ordered by v, where
D v D0 if and only if 8G: D(G) µ D0(G). The partial order on C formalizes the evolution of the
computation process. (C, v) is a complete lattice.
In order for the semantics not to depend upon variable names and on the specific unification algorithm,
we define the equivalence modulo enhanced variance·C on collections as D ·C D0 if and only if, for
any G such that D(G) is defined, there exists a variant G 0 of G such that D0(G 0) is defined and D(G)
is a pointwise variant of D0(G 0) and vice versa.
We are interested in defining a concept of interpretation to move syntax into semantics. Thus we have
to abstract from redundant information and variable names in goals.
DEFINITION 2.1. A pure collection is a collection defined for pure atomic goals only. A pure collection
D is consistent when
3 The prefix tree of a set of possibly infinite sequences W (all starting with the same element) is a tree which has as nodes
all the elements of sequences in W (without repetitions) and whose branches link nodes which are consecutive elements of a
sequence in W .
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1. for each A; A0 2 Atoms such that A · A0 and D(A), D(A0) are defined, D(A) is a pointwise
variant of D(A0) and
2. if d, d0 2 D(A) and var(d) \ var(d0) 6µ var(A) then either d is a prefix of d0 or vice versa.
The set of consistent pure collections will be denoted by CC.
It is necessary to restrict our attention to consistent collections to ensure the correctness of the
definition of interpretations. Given any pure collection, it is always possible to guarantee Point 2 of
Definition 2.1, by renaming the local variables so to avoid any form of clash between variable names
involved in different derivations (i.e., derivations which are not one the prefix of the other).
DEFINITION 2.2. A consistent pure collection D is uniform when, for any A 2 Atoms, if A0 · A
then D(A) is defined if and only if D(A0) is defined. We denote by UC the sub-lattice of all uniform
consistent pure collections.
Given any consistent pure collection, it is always possible to transform it in an element of UC.
Namely, for any A 2 Atoms such that D(A) is defined, we have only to duplicate, for any variant A0 of
A, in D(A0) all the information of D(A) being careful of renaming the variables var(A) accordingly.
An interpretation (C-interpretation) is a uniform consistent pure collection modulo enhanced variance.
We denote by IC the set of interpretations and, by abuse of notation, we denote the quotient order on
IC by v. (IC;v) is a complete lattice. We denote the equivalence class (modulo enhanced variance)
of a collection ¾ by ¾ itself. Moreover, any interpretation I of IC is implicitly considered also as an
arbitrary collection obtained by choosing an arbitrary representative (in UC) of I .
All the operators we use on interpretations are independent from the choice of the representative.4
Therefore, we can define any operator on IC in terms of its counterpart defined on UC ‰ C, indepen-
dently from the choice of the representative. Thus all the definitions are independent from the choice of
the syntactic object. To simplify the notation, we denote the corresponding operators on IC and C by
the same name.
We define the denotational semantics inductively on the syntax5 of logic programs by using some
basic operations on derivations and collections described in the following.
1. Let d1, d2 be derivations such that last(d1) D first(d2) and var(d1) \ var(d2) D var( first(d2)).
Then d1 :: d2 denotes the concatenation of d1 and d2.
2. Let d :D G 00
#1!
c1
¢ ¢ ¢ #
0
k!
ck
G 0k be a derivation and – be an idempotent substitution such that var(G 00–)\
var(clauses(d)) D ;. Then @–(d) :D G0 #1!
c1
¢ ¢ ¢ #h!
ch
Gh where
† G0 :D G 00– and
† for any 0 < i • k, if G i¡1 D (A; ¯G) and ci D H ˆ B then (if an mgu exists)#i :D mgu(A; H )
and G i :D (B; ¯G)#i .
Note that @–(d) is the derivation obtained by applying the substitution – to first(d) and by building
a derivation as long as possible (until a failure in finding mgus occurs) using the same clauses as in d.
Thus, in particular, h • k.
3. Let d1 :D G 00
#1!
c1
¢ ¢ ¢ #k!
ck
G 0k , d2 be derivations such that G 000 D first(d2) and var(d1) \ var(d2) D
var(G 00) \ var(G 000). Then d1 ^ d2 is defined as follows:
d1 ^ d2 :D
8>><>>:
(G 00;G 000)
#1!
c1
¢ ¢ ¢ #k!
ck
(G 0k;G 000#1 ¢ ¢ ¢#k) if G 0k 6D hµ
(G 00;G 000)
#1!
c1
¢ ¢ ¢ #k!
ck
G 000#1 ¢ ¢ ¢#k
¶
:: @#1¢¢¢#k (d2) otherwise
4 By assuming that we rename local variables of the derivations (of the resulting collection) in order to ensure Point 2 of
Definition 2.1.
5 QUERY ::D GOAL in PROG; GOAL ::D h j ATOM;GOAL; PROG ::D ; j fCLAUSEg [PROG; CLAUSE ::D ATOMˆ
GOAL.
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Note that d1 ^ d2 is the derivation obtained by adding (a suitable instantiation of) the goal first(d2) to
each goal in d1 and then (if d1 is a refutation) building a derivation as long as possible using the same
clauses as in d2.
Let D; D1; D2 be collections in C, G be a goal and A be an atom.
The void collection ` is the collection ‚G.? , i.e., the undefined function. The identity collection IdC
is the collection of zero-length derivations for each goal, i.e., ‚G. fGg, while the pure identity collection
IdI is the collection ‚p(x). fp(x)g.6 Moreover, given a fixed goal G; `G denotes the collection `[fGg=G],
i.e., the restriction of IdI to the domain fGg.
The instantiation of D with A is
A ¢ D :D `[S=A] where S :D f@–(d) j S0 is a renamed apart (from A) version of D(A0);
for some A0 • A; d 2 S0 and there exists – such that A D first(d)–g:
The product of D1 and D2 is
D1 £ D2 :D ‚G: fd1 ^ d2 j (G1;G2) D G and for i 2 f1; 2g; di is a renamed
version of an element in Di (G i ); such that first(di ) D G i and d1 ^ d2 is definedg:
The (compatible) extension of D1 by D2 is
D1 x D2 :D ‚G: D1(G) [ fd1 :: d2 j d1 2 D1(G);G2 · last(d1) and d2 is a renamed
version of an element in D2(G2); such that d1 :: d2 is definedg:
The x operator is extensive on the first argument, i.e., D1 v D1 x D2.
The sum of a class fD j g j2J is
PfD j g j2J :D ‚G. S j2J D j (G) and D1 C D2 denotes PfD1; D2g.
The tree operation maps clauses to collections. Indeed every clause c :D p(t)ˆ B can be viewed
as the “one step” interpretation (collection)
tree(c) :D `
h n
p(x); p(x) fx=tg!
c
B
o.
p(x)
i
;
where x is a tuple of new distinct variables. Moreover tree can be extended to programs simply as
tree(P) :D 6ftree(c)gc2P .
Note that, for any A 2 Atoms and D; D0 2 C such that D ·C D0; A ¢ D D A ¢ D0.
Now we can introduce the denotational and operational semantics, both defined in terms of the above
operators.
Denotational Semantics. The denotational semantics of queries is defined by induction on the
syntax.7
QvG in Pb :D GvGblfpPvPb (1)
GvA;GbI :D AvAbI £ GvGbI GvhbI :D `h (2)
AvAbI :D A ¢ I (3)
Pvfcg [ PbI :D CvcbI C PvPbI Pv;bI :D IdI (4)
CvH ˆ BbI :D tree(H ˆ B) xGvBbI : (5)
6 Note that when we write ‚G.E we denote a total function which is defined on Goals, while with ‚p(x).E we denote a partial
function which is defined only for inputs of the form p(x), where p ranges over any predicate letter in 5, and is otherwise
undefined.
7 Note that Qv ¢ b : QUERY! C, Gv ¢ b : GOAL! (IC ! C) ¢ Av ¢ b : ATOM! (IC ! C), Pv ¢ b : PROG! (IC ! IC)
and Cv ¢ b : CLAUSE! (IC ! IC):
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In the following, to simplify the notation, given a pure collection D, we define the parallel unfolding
pu(D) as
pu(D) :D
X
fGvGbDgG2Goals; (6)
pun(D) :D pu(D x pu(D x pu(¢ ¢ ¢)))| {z }
n
:8 (7)
Hence equation (4) can be expressed as
PvPbI D IdI C (tree(P) x pu(I )): (8)
Operational Semantics. The operational semantics of queries can be described in terms of a tran-
sition system T :D (C; 7!
P
).
D 2 C; D 6D D x su(tree(P))
D 7!
P
D x su(tree(P))
where, for any pure collection D, the sequential unfolding su(D) is defined as
su(D) :D
X
f(A ¢ D)£ IdCgA2Atoms;
sun(D) :D su(D) x ¢ ¢ ¢x su(D)| {z }
n
:9
Since we are interested in the SLD-tree of a query G in P , we define its behavior (operational semantics)
BvG in Pb by means of the reflexive and transitive closure 7!
P
⁄ of 7!
P
.
BvG in Pb :D
X
fD j `G 7!
P
⁄ Dg:
The specificity of this transition system is due to the fact that we have defined it using the same semantic
operators used in the denotational definition.
Program Denotation. The top-down SLD-trees denotation of a program P is the interpretation
OvPb :DPfBvp(x) in Pb=·Cgp(x)2Goals. The fixpoint denotation of the program P is the interpretation
FvPb :D lfpPvPb.
Program denotations are strongly related to program equivalences. We define the equivalence … of
two programs P1, P2 as the equivalence of the behaviors of the two programs, i.e., P1 … P2 () 8G 2
Goals. BvG in P1b D BvG in P2b. Let SvPb be a program denotation and » be a program equivalence.
Then Sv ¢ b is correct w.r.t.», if SvP1b D SvP2b) P1 » P2 and Sv ¢ b is minimal w.r.t.», if P1 » P2)
SvP1b D SvP2b. Note that if a semantics is correct and minimal then it is also the most abstract semantics
among the correct ones.
Throughout the paper we use the following properties proved in [15].
LEMMA 2.1. ¢;£; and x distribute over sums in (C;v).
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be an atom;G; G1; G2 be goals and P; P 0 be programs. Then
1. BvA in Pb D A ¢ OvPb. (the semantics of an atomic goal can be derived from the goal-
independent denotation)
2. Bv(A;G) in Pb D BvA in Pb£ BvG in Pb. (AND-compositionality)
3. P … P 0 () OvPb D OvP 0b. (the goal-independent denotation is both correct and minimal)
4. OvPb D FvPb. (equivalence of the top-down and bottom-up goal-independent denotations)
5. BvG in Pb D QvG in Pb. (equivalence of the operational and denotational semantics)
8 Note that pu1(D) :D pu(D). We assume that pu0(D) :D `.
9 Note that su1(D) :D su(D) and we assume that su0(D) :D `.
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FIG. 1. The append program.
Property 1 is sometimes referred to as condensing in the program analysis field. It essentially shows
that the behavior of any (atomic) goal can be derived from the goal-independent denotationOvPb, i.e.,
from the behaviors of (finitely many) pure atomic goals. It is the property which allows us to takeOvPb
as the semantics of a program, without being concerned with the behaviors for all possible goals.
By using the extension operator we can define a semantic operator ] which computes the OR-
composition of two denotations. Namely, given D1; D2 2 UC; D1 ] D2 :D [D1 C D2]⁄ where [D]⁄ is
the least solution of the equation [D]⁄ D IdI C ([D]⁄ x su(D)), or (equivalently) the least fixpoint of
the operatorHD(D0) :D IdI C (D0 x su(D)).
THEOREM 2.2. Let P1; P2 be programs. Then OvP1 [ P2b D OvP1b ] OvP2b and FvP1 [ P2b D
FvP1b ] FvP2b. (OR-compositionality)
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the (minor modification10 of the well-known append) program P of Fig. 1.
To simplify the notation, we will denote any function f of the form `[r1=v1 ] ¢ ¢ ¢ [rn=vn ] by
f :D
8><>:
v1 7! r1
.
.
.
vn 7! rn
If f is just `[r=v] we will denote it by f :D v 7! r . Furthermore by prefix(d) we denote the set of all
SLD-derivations which are prefixes of d.
We have
tree(P) D ap(x; y; z) 7!
‰
ap(x; y; z); ap(x; y; z) fx=[ ]; y=v; z=vg
ap([ ]; v; v) !ˆh;
ap(x; y; z) fx=[l j u]; y=t; z=[l j v]g
ap([l j u]; t; [l j v])ˆ ap(u; t; v)!ap(u; t; v)
¾
pu(tree(P)) D
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
h 7! fhg
ap([]; y; z) 7!
‰
ap([]; y; z); ap([]; y; z) fy=z; t=zg
ap([]; t; t) !ˆh
¾
.
.
.
ap([]; [a]; x); ap(x; []; z) 7! prefix(ap([ ]; [a]; x); ap(x; [ ]; z) fx=[a]; t=[a]g
ap([]; t; t) !ˆ
ap([a]; [ ]; z) fr=a; v=[]; y=[]; z=[a jw]g
ap([r j y]; v; [r jw])ˆ ap(y; v; w)!
ap([]; []; w))
ap([a]; [l]; x); ap(x; [h]; z) 7! prefix(ap([a]; [l]; x); ap(x; [h]; z)
fy=[]; r=a; v=[l]; x=[a jw]g
ap([r j y]; v; [r jw])ˆ ap(y; v; w)!
ap([]; [l]; w); ap([a jw]; [h]; z))
.
.
.
10 We just shortened all predicates names to limit the size of the formulas.
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su(tree(P)) D
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
h 7! fhg
ap([ ]; y; z) 7!
‰
ap([]; y; z); ap([]; y; z) fy=z; t=zg
ap([ ]; t; t) !ˆh
¾
.
.
.
ap([]; [a]; x); ap(x; []; z) 7! prefix(ap([]; [a]; x); ap(x; []; z) fx=[a]; t=[a]g
ap([]; t; t) !ˆ
ap([a]; []; z))
ap([a]; [l]; x); ap(x; [h]; z) 7! prefix(ap([a]; [l]; x); ap(x; [h]; z)
fy=[ ]; r=a; v=[l]; x=[a jw]g
ap([r j y]; v; [r jw])ˆ ap(y; v; w)!
ap([ ]; [l]; w); ap([a jw]; [h]; z))
.
.
.
Consider now the goal G :D ap([a]; [l]; x); ap(x; [h]; z). The denotation of G in P is
QvG in Pb D GvGblfpPvPb
D Avap([a]; [l]; x)blfpPvPb £Avap(x; [h]; z)blfpPvPb £ `h
D (ap([a]; [l]; x) ¢ lfpPvPb)£ (ap(x; [h]; z) ¢ lfpPvPb)
Since
PvPbI D IdI C (tree(P) x pu(I )) D tree(P) x (ap(u; t; v) ¢ I )
and
lfpPvPb D ap(x; y; z) 7!
‰
ap(x; y; z); ap(x; y; z) fx=[]; y=v; z=vg
ap([]; v; v) !ˆh;
ap(x; y; z) fx=[l j u]; y=t; z=[l j v]g
ap([l j u]; t; [l j v])ˆap(u; t; v)!ap(u; t; v);
ap(x; y; z) fx=[l j u]; y=t; z=[l j v]g
ap([l j u]; t; [l j v])ˆ ap(u; t; v)!ap(u; t; v)
fu=[]; t=w; v=wg
ap([]; w;w) !ˆh;
: : :
¾
;
then
ap([a]; [l]; x) ¢ lfpPvPb D ap([a]; [l]; x) 7! prefix
µ
ap([a]; [l]; x)
fx=[a jw]; v=[l]; y=[]; r=ag
ap([r j y]; v; [r jw])ˆ ap(y; v; w)!ap([]; [l]; w)
fw=[l]; t=[l]g
ap([]; t; t) !ˆh
¶
ap(x; [h]; z) ¢ lfpP[P] D ap(x; [h]; z) 7! prefix
µ
ap(x; [h]; z) fx=[]; z=[h]; y=[h]g
ap([]; y; y)ˆ !h
¶
[
prefix
µ
ap(x; [h]; z) fx=[l j y]; t=[h]; z=[l j v]g
ap([l j y]; t; [l j v])ˆ ap(y; t; v)!
ap(y; [h]; v) fy=[]; u=[h]; v=[h]g
ap([]; u; u)ˆ !h
¶
[ : : : :
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FIG. 2. The SLD-trees of Example 2.1.
Thus, the semantics of G in P is
QvG in Pb D G 7! prefix
µ
ap([a]; [l]; x); ap(x; [h]; z) fx=[a jw]; v=[l]; y=[]; r=ag
ap([r j y]; v; [r jw])ˆ ap(y; v; w)!
ap([]; [l]; w); ap([a jw]; [h]; z) fw=[l]; t=[l]g
ap([ ]; t; t) !ˆ
ap([a; l]; [h]; z) fo=a; v
0=[l]; u=[h]; z=[a j s]g
ap([o j v0]; u; [o j s])ˆ ap(v0; u; s)!
ap([l]; [h]; s) fo
0= l; v00=[]; u0=[h]; s=[l j s 0]g
ap([o0 j v00]; u0; [o0 j s 0])ˆ ap(v00; u0; s 0)!
ap([]; [h]; s 0) ft
0=[h]; s 0=[h]g
ap([]; t 0; t 0) !ˆ h
¶
:
See Fig. 2 for an SLD-tree representation.
2:3: Galois Insertions and Abstract Interpretation
Abstract Interpretation [17, 18] is a theory developed to reason about the abstraction relation between
two different semantics. The theory requires the two semantics to be defined on domains which are
complete lattices. (C;v) (the concrete domain) is the domain of the concrete semantics, while (A;•)
(the abstract domain) is the domain of the abstract semantics. The partial order relations reflect an
approximation relation. The two domains are related by a pair of functions fi (abstraction) and °
(concretization), which form a Galois Insertion.
Galois insertions can be defined on preordered sets. However in this paper we restrict our attention
to lattices.
DEFINITION 2.3 ( Galois Insertion). Let (C;v) and (A;•) be two posets (the concrete and the abstract
domain). A Galois insertion hfi; ° i : (C;v) *) (A;•) is a pair of maps fi : C ! A and ° : A ! C
such that
1. fi and ° are monotonic,
2. 8x 2 C: x v (°fi)(x) and
3. 8y 2 A: (fi° )(y) D y.
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Property 2 is called extensivity (of °fi), while Property 3 is (obviously) called identity (of fi° ). It is
important to note that, for any Galois insertion hfi; ° i, fi is surjective and ° is injective.
Given a concrete semantics and a Galois insertion between the concrete and the abstract domain, we
want to define an abstract semantics. The theory requires the concrete semantics to be the least fixpoint of
a semantic function F : C ! C . An abstract semantic function ˜F : A! A is correct if 8x 2 C:F(x) v
° ( ˜F(fi(x))). F is in turn defined as composition of “primitive” operators. Let f : Cn ! C be one such an
operator and assume that ˜f is its abstract counterpart. Then ˜f is (locally) correct w.r.t. f if 8x1; : : : ; xn 2
C: f (x1; : : : ; xn) v ° ( ˜f (fi(x1); : : : ; fi(xn))). The local correctness of all the primitive operators implies
the global correctness. Hence, we can define an abstract semantics by defining locally correct abstract
primitive semantic functions. An abstract computation is then related to the concrete computation, simply
by replacing the concrete operators by the corresponding abstract operators. According to the theory, in
the presence of a Galois insertion, there is a unique most accurate11 (optimal) abstract counterpart ˜f to
any concrete operator f given by ˜f (y1; : : : ; yn) D fi( f (° (y1); : : : ; ° (yn))), which is (locally) correct
and indeed “minimal” with respect to all locally correct abstractions of f . However the composition of
optimal operators is not necessarily optimal.
The optimal abstract operator ˜f is precise12 if it commutes with the abstraction, i.e.,
8x1; : : : ; xn 2 C: fi( f (x1; : : : ; xn)) D ˜f (fi(x1); : : : ; fi(xn)); (9)
which is equivalent to fi( f (x1; : : : ; xn)) D fi( f ((°fi)(x1); : : : ; (°fi)(xn))).13 Thus the precision of the
optimal abstract operators can be expressed in terms of properties offi, ° and the corresponding concrete
operator. The above definitions are naturally extended to “primitive” semantic operators from }(C)
to C .
Note that if
P
is the lub operation over (C;v) and hfi; ° i is a Galois insertion, then P˜ D fi –P –°
is the lub of (A;•) and is precise (i.e., P˜ – fi D fi –P).
3. THE OBSERVABLES
The properties of OvPb and FvPb in Section 2.2 allow us to claim that we have a good denotation
modeling SLD-trees. Our goal however is to find the same results for the denotations modeling more
abstract observables. We want then to develop a theory according to which the semantic properties of
SLD-trees of Section 2.2 are inherited by the denotations which model abstractions of the SLD-trees.
We will model the abstractions by using the Abstract Interpretation theory [18].
An observable property domain is a set of properties of derivations with an ordering relation which
can be viewed as an approximation structure. An observation consists of looking at an SLD-tree, and
then extracting some property (abstraction). Since any SLD-tree is (isomorphic to) a collection, an
observable is a function from C to a suitable property domain D, which preserves the approximation
structure. Such a function must be a Galois insertion.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let (D;„) be a complete lattice. A function fi : WFS! D is a domain abstraction
if there exists ° such that hfi; ° i : (WFS;µ) *) (D;„) is a Galois insertion.
Given an abstract domain D, we are generally interested in the abstract behavior of all queries. We
represent it by means of a partial function f belonging to a suitable domain Aµ [Goals*D]. Thus
the abstract behavior of a specific query Q is f (Q). The elements of A are called A-collections. The
domain A is ordered by the pointwise extension • of „ (the order of D).
The insertion hfi; ° i : (WFS;µ) *) (D;„) can be systematically lifted to collections by defining
8D 2 C: fi?(D) :D ‚G 2 Goals: fi(D(G));14 A :D fi?(C) and 8 f 2 A: ° ?( f ) :D ‚G 2 Goals.
11 Given two correct abstract semantic functions ˜F; ˜G : A ! A; ˜F is more accurate than ˜G if 8x 2 A: ˜F(x) • ˜G(x). Thus
˜F is the most accurate if it is more accurate than all correct abstract semantic functions.
12 There is not presently an agreement on a name for what we call precision. For instance: [34] calls it full-completeness; [19,
46] use the term fi-completeness; while [20] use the term fi-optimality for the same notion. We prefer to use the term precision,
since completeness may be confused with the completeness of a semantics.
13 It is easy to prove that any abstract operator satisfying (9) is optimal and thus equal to ˜f .
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w fG(° ( f (G))), where w fG(S) is the greatest well-formed subset of any set of derivations S, restricted
to the derivations starting from G only. The pair hfi?; ° ?i : (C;v) *) (A;•) is a Galois insertion.
Note that the domain A is induced by D and fi. In the following, given an abstraction fi, we will write
fi? : C! A implicitly referring to the uniquely induced domain A.
DEFINITION 3.2. Let (D;„) be a complete lattice. The lifting fi? of a domain abstraction fi : WFS!
D is an observable, if fi maps finite elements of WFS to finite elements of D and fi? satisfies
8D; D0 2 CC: D ·C D0 ) (° ?fi?)(D) ·C (° ?fi?)(D0) (10)
From now on we will often abuse notation and denote fi? by fi. Furthermore, if there exists a bijective
Galois insertion between two domains, we identify them.15
We can define an abstract enhanced variance relation ·A on A-collections as follows: for any
A-collections X; X 0; X ·A X 0 , ° (X ) ·C ° (X 0). We denote by UA (CA) the sub-lattice fi(UC)
(fi(CC)). Elements of UA will be called uniform consistent pure A-collections. An A-interpretation is
a uniform consistent pure A-collection modulo ·A. We denote by (IA;•) the complete lattice of A-
interpretations with the induced quotient order. Equation (10) states that the observation does not depend
on the choice of the variable names and on the choice of the mgus used in the derivations. Namely, for any
D; D0 2 CC; D ·C D0 implies fi(D) ·A fi(D0). Hence, for anyC-interpretation I , theA-interpretation
fi(I ) is well defined (is the equivalence class of the abstraction, by means of fi, of any representative
of I ).
Each observable fi induces an observational equivalence …fi on programs. Namely P1…fi P2 if and
only if, for all G 2 Goals,
fi(BvG in P1b) D fi(BvG in P2b); (11)
i.e., if P1 and P2 cannot be distinguished by looking at the abstraction of their concrete behaviors. Note
that the abstract behavior of a query, as defined in Section 4, will in general be less accurate than the
abstraction of the concrete behavior fi(BvG in Pb), which is therefore sometimes referred to as the most
accurate abstract behavior.
EXAMPLE 3.1 (Computed Answer Substitutions). In order to define the computed answer substitution
observable » we must consider the domain (}(Subst);µ) and define the domain abstraction » : WFS!
}(Subst) as » (S) :D fanswer(d) j d 2 S; last(d) D hg. This abstraction can be lifted to the abstract
domain Aca µ [Goals * }(Subst)] obtaining h»; »° i : C*) Aca, where
» (D) :D ‚G: fanswer(d) j d 2 D(G); last(d) D hg:
» ° (X ) :D ‚G: fd j first(d) D G; last(d) D h; answer(d) 2 X (G)g [ fd j first(d) D G;
last(d) 6D hg:
» is an observable (the proof is in the appendix). Then we can define the abstract enhanced variance
relation ·Aca on Aca as mentioned before. By using the same arguments of the proof that » is an
observable, it is easy to check that, for any X; X 0 2 CAca; X ·Aca X 0 if and only if, for any p(x), there
exists p(y) such that (if X (p(x)) is defined then X 0(p(y)) is defined and) for any # 2 X (p(x)), there
14 Remember that if D(G) is undefined then also fi(D(G)) is undefined.
15 Let (A;•) be a complete lattice of A-collections. Each observable fi : C! A satisfies the following properties.
1. fi maps finite elements of C to finite elements of A;
2. there exists ° : A! C such that hfi; ° i : (C;v) *) (A;•) is a Galois insertion;
3. (°fi)(UC) µ UC;
4. 8D; D0 2UC: D ·C D0 ) (°fi)(D) ·C (°fi)(D0):
These conditions can be viewed as a (possibly) weaker definition of observable, since all the observables of Definition 3.2 satisfy
them. All the results of the paper actually hold for these weaker assumptions, even if all the sensible observables we can think of
(including the ones defined in the examples in the following) are indeed obtained by lifting a domain abstraction. The problem
of the equivalence of the two definitions is interesting, yet is beyond of the scope of the present paper.
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exists # 0 2 X 0(p(y)) such that p(x)# · p(y)# 0 and vice versa. Thus P1 …» P2 if and only if, for any
goal G, G has the same computed answer substitutions in P1 and in P2.
4. FROM THE OBSERVABLES TO THE ABSTRACT SEMANTICS
Once we have an observable fi :C!A, we want to systematically derive the abstract semantics. The
idea is to define the optimal abstract versions of the various semantic operators and then check under
which conditions (on the observable) we obtain the optimal abstract semantics. This will allow us to
identify some interesting classes of observables.
We will start by defining the optimal abstract counterparts of the basic operators defined onC. Hence,
8X; X 0; Xi 2 A,
A ¢˜ X :D fi(A ¢ ° (X )); (12)
X ˜£ X 0 :D fi(° (X )£ ° (X 0)); (13)
X ˜x X 0 :D fi(° (X ) x ° (X 0)); (14)X˜
fXi gi2I :D fi
‡X
f° (Xi )gi2I
·
: (15)
Once we have the optimal abstract operators, we can define the corresponding abstract semantics,
obtained from the denotational and operational semantics of SLD-trees by replacing the basic semantic
operators by their optimal abstract versions.
Unfoldings
sufi(X ) :D
X˜
f(A ¢˜ X ) ˜£fi(IdC)gA2Atoms (16)
pufi(X ) :D
X˜
fGfivGbX gG 2Goals (17)
unf kP;fi(X ) :D
(
unf k¡1P;fi (X ) ˜x sufi(fi(tree(P))) if k > 0
X otherwise
(18)
Denotational Semantics
QfivG in Pb :D GfivGblfpPfivPb (19)
GfivA;GbX :D AfivAbX ˜£GfivGbX GfivhbX :D fi(`h) (20)
AfivAbX :D A ¢˜ X (21)
Pfivfcg [ PbX :D CfivcbX ˜CPfivPbX Pfiv;bX :D fi(IdI) (22)
CfivH ˆ BbX :D fi(tree(H ˆ B)) ˜xGfivBbX ; (23)
FfivPb :D lfpPfivPb: (24)
Operational Semantics
X 2 A; X 6D X ˜x sufi(fi(tree(P)))
X fi!
P
X ˜x sufi(fi(tree(P)))
(25)
BfivG in Pb :D
X˜n
X j fi(`G) fi!
P
⁄X
o
(26)
OfivPb :D
X˜'Bfivp(x) in Pb=·A“p(x)2Goals : (27)
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Any A-interpretation X of IA is implicitly considered also as an arbitrary A-collection obtained by
choosing an arbitrary representative in UA of X . By the following Lemma 4.1 and a straightforward
structural induction, all the semantic operators that we have just introduced on A-interpretations are
independent from the choice of the representative. This is the reason why we defined the operators on
IA in terms of their counterparts defined on UA, independently from the choice of the representative.
LEMMA 4.1. Let X; X 0 2 UA: If X ·A X 0 then A ¢˜ X D A ¢˜ X 0:
Proof. X ·A X 0 implies (by definition) ° (X ) ·C ° (X 0) and therefore (since A ¢ D D A ¢ D0 for
D ·C D0) A ¢ ° (X ) D A ¢ ° (X 0). Now (by applying fi) we obtain fi(A ¢ ° (X )) D fi(A ¢ ° (X 0)) which
is the thesis.
Note that, by definition of unfP;fi; fi!P and Bfiv¢b,
BfivG in Pb D
X˜'
unf kP;fi(fi(`G))
“
k ‚ 0 (28)
OfivPb D
X˜(•X˜'
unf kP;fi
¡
fi
¡
`P(x)
¢¢“
k‚0
‚`
·A
)
p(x)2Goals
(29)
We are looking for conditions which guarantee that the abstract definitions of the denotations
(Equations (19)–(27)) do not lead to a loss of precision. Depending on these conditions we can char-
acterize various classes of observables. Note that these conditions will not be concerned with the sum
operation because it is precise w.r.t. any observable, since for any Galois insertion,
fi
‡X
fDi gi2I
·
D fi
‡X
f(°fi)(Di )gi2I
·
: (30)
5. PERFECT OBSERVABLES
The first class of observables we consider is the one for which both the abstract denotational and the
abstract operational semantics are precise. As a consequence, we can equivalently compute the abstract
semantics in a top-down and in a bottom-up way, by mimicking the concrete computations.
DEFINITION 5.1. Let fi : C! A be an observable. Then fi is a perfect observable if all the optimal
abstract semantic operations ¢˜ ; ˜£ and ˜x are precise, i.e.,
fi(A ¢ D) D fi(A ¢ (°fi)D); (31)
fi(D1 £ D2) D fi((°fi)D1 £ (°fi)D2); (32)
fi(D1 x D2) D fi((°fi)D1 x (°fi)D2): (33)
EXAMPLE 5.1 (Computed Resultants). Resultants are formulas of the form G ˆ B, which represent
the relation between the initial goal and any intermediate goal in an SLD-derivation. Resultants have been
introduced to prove the correctness of SLD-resolution [2]. A semantics based on computed resultants
was defined in [28]. Let Res be the set of resultants. The computed resultant observable ´ : C! Acr
is defined by the lifting of the domain abstraction ‚S:fG# ˆ B j d 2 S;G D first(d); B D last(d);
# D answer(d)g : WFS! Res which is
´ (D) :D ‚G:fG# ˆ B j d 2 D(G); B D last(d); # D answer(d)g;
´° (X ) :D ‚G:w fG(fd j G# ˆ last(d) 2 X (G); # D answer(d)g):16
The proof that ´ is an observable is analogous to the one given for computed answers in Example 3.1
16 Recall that w fG (S) is the greatest well-formed subset of any set of derivations S, restricted to the derivations starting from
G only.
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and hence it is omitted. Moreover it can be shown that ´ and ´° satisfy the conditions of Definition 5.1.
Hence computed resultants is a perfect observable.
EXAMPLE 5.2 (Partial Proof Trees). Another interesting observable which can be proved to be perfect
is the partial proof tree observable. Partial proof trees are used in the construction of the Heyting
semantics [38, 39]. We will give now a brief description of partial proof trees. We refer to [39] for
further details.
Partial proof trees are represented by terms formed from atoms and consequence functors, 60 :D
f‘;?;0 ;0 g. ‘ is assumed to be binary non-associative, while comma is binary left-associative and ? is
a constant. To avoid parentheses, ‘ is assumed to bind tighter than comma. Let V ⁄ be a denumerable
set of variables distinct from V , which range over partial proof trees. The Heyting base Hg is taken
to be the lattice completion (with bottom element ?) of T (60; V ⁄[ Atoms), ordered by instantiation
(namely T • T 0 if T 0 is more general than T ). We denote by ^ and _ the meet and join operations of
the lattice. Moreover represents an anonymous distinct variable of V ⁄.
Given a partial proof tree T , by open(T ) we denote the list of open subtrees of T , taken from left to
right. Furthermore by repl(T; T 0; T 00) we denote the tree which is obtained by replacing the subtree T 0
of T by T 00. For example, if T is the partial proof tree (( ‘C; true ‘ D; ‘E) ‘ A; ‘ B); open(T ) D
[ ‘C ; ‘E ; ‘ B] and repl(T; ‘E; T 0 ‘ F) D (( ‘C; true ‘ D; T 0 ‘ F) ‘ A; ‘ B).
In order to define the abstraction on the domain AHg µ [Goals*}(Hg)] of partial proof tree
collections we need first to define the abstraction of goals and clauses.
Ht(A1; : : : ; An) :D ‘ A1; : : : ; ‘ An
Ht(H ˆ B) :D Ht(B) ‘ H
where Ht(Hˆ)D true‘ H . Then we can define the abstraction Ht(d) of a derivation d:D
G0 c1;:::;cn
#¡! Gn by an interative process.17 First of all, let T0 D Ht(G0). Then we build any Ti by using
Ti¡1 and ci as follows, Ti :D repl(Ti¡1; car(open(Ti¡1));Ht(ci )) ^ Ti¡1, where the car operator selects
the first term of a list. The abstraction of the derivation d is then Ht(d) D Tn# .
The partial proof tree observable ‡ : C ! AHg is the lifting of the domain abstraction ‡ (S) D
fHt(d) j d 2 Sg. The proof that ‡ : C ! AHg is an observable is analogous to the one given for
computed answers in Example 3.1 and hence it is omitted. Moreover it can be shown that ‡ and ‡ °
satisfy the conditions of Definition 5.1. Hence ‡ is a perfect observable.
Note that there exist observables which are not perfect. For example, the observable » of Example
3.1 is not a perfect observable, since axiom (33) does not hold.18
The following theorem shows that the abstract transition relation of perfect observables is precise.
THEOREM 5.1. Let fi :C ! A be a perfect observable and P be a program. Then 8D; D0 2 C:
D 7!
P
⁄D0 ) fi(D) fi7!
P
⁄fi(D0). Moreover; 8X 0 2 A: fi(D) fi7!
P
⁄ X 0 ) 9D0 2 C such that X 0 D fi(D0) and
D 7!
P
⁄D0.
Proof. In the following the notation ¯D 7!
P
n D0 ( ¯X fi7!
P
n X 0) means that the collection ¯D( ¯X ) results in
the collection D0(X 0) with at most n transition steps 7!
P
( fi7!
P
). We prove the thesis by induction on n.
Base Case. Straightforward since D 7!
P
0 D0 if and only if D D D0 and fi(D) fi7!
P
0 X 0 if and only if
X 0 D fi(D).
Inductive Case. First of all observe that, since fi is a perfect observable, for any D00 2 C,
fi(D00 x su(tree(P))) D fi(D00) ˜x sufi(fi(tree(P))): (34)
17 Partial proof trees are independent from the selection rule. However, since we obtain them by abstracting SLD-trees via the
leftmost selection rule, we will construct partial proof trees only from left to right.
18 Indeed consider D1 D `p(x) and D2 D q(y) 7! fq(y); q(y) fy=agq(a)!hg. We have » (D1 x D2) D p(x) 7! ;. The set
((»° » )D1)(p(x)) contains all the derivations d s.t. last(d)D q(y). Thus » ((»° » )D1 x (»° » )D2) D p(x) 7! fµ j dom(µ ) µ fxgg.
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Now we prove the implication(. The proof of the other implication is analogous and hence it is
omitted.
Assume that D 7!
P
n D0, with n > 0. Then, by definition of 7!
P
n
, there exists D00 2 C, such that
D 7!
P
n¡1 D00 7!
P
1 D00 x su(tree(P)). By inductive hypothesis fi(D) fi7!
P
n¡1fi(D00). Therefore, by definition
of fi7!
P
1 and (34), fi(D) fi7!
P
nfi(D00 x su(tree(P))).
We can now show that the operational semantics and the top-down denotation are indeed precise.
COROLLARY 5.1. Let fi : C! A be a perfect observable; G be a goal and P be a program. Then
1. fi(B[[G in P]]) D Bfi[[G in P]];
2. fi(O[[P]]) D Ofi[[P]].
Proof. We prove the points separately.
Point 1.
fi(BvG in Pb [by definition of Bv ¢ b and (30)]
D fi
‡Xn
°fi(D) j `G 7!
P
⁄ D
o·
[by Theorem 5.1]
D fi
µXn
° (X ) j fi(`G) fi7!
P
⁄ X
o¶
[by definition of P˜ and Bfiv ¢ b]
D BfivG in Pb:
Point 2.
fi(OvPb) [by definition of Ov ¢ b and (30)]
D fi
‡X
f°fi(B)vp(x) in Pb=·C )gp(x)2Goals
·
[by (10)]
D fi
‡X
f(°fi(B)vp(x) in Pb))=·Cgp(x)2Goals
·
[by definition of ·A]
D fi
‡X
f° (fi(Bvp(x) in Pb)=·A )gp(x)2Goals
·
[by defintion of P˜ and Point 1]
D
X˜
fBfivp(x) in Pb=·Agp(x)2Goals [by definition of Ofiv ¢ b]
D OfivPb:
We show now that all the properties of SLD-trees stated in [15] hold for the abstract top-down
denotation for any perfect observable as well.
COROLLARY 5.2. Let fi : C! A be a perfect observable; A be an atom; G; G 0 be goals and P; P 0
be programs. Then
1. BfivA in Pb D A ¢˜OfivPb;
2. Bfiv(G;G 0) in Pb D BfivG in Pb ˜£BfivG 0 in Pb;
3. P …fi P 0 , OfivPb D OfivP 0b.
Proof. We prove the points separately.
Point 1.
BvA in Pb [by Point 1 of Corollary 5.1]
D fi(BvA in Pb [by Point 1 of Theorem 2.1 and (31)]
D fi(A ¢ °fi(OvPb)) [by Point 2 of Corollary 5.1]
D fi(A ¢ ° (OfivPb)) [by definition of ¢˜]
D A ¢˜ OfivPb:
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Point 2. Analogous to the previous one and hence omitted.
Point 3. By (11) and Point 1 of Corollary 5.1,
P …fi P 0 () 8G 2 Goals: fi(BvG in Pb) D fi(BvG in P 0b)()
8G 2 Goals: BfivG in Pb D BfivG in P 0b:
Now the proof is analogous to the one of Corollary 12 in [15].19 By definition ofOfiv ¢ b, the minimality is
trivial. The proof of the converse is by contradiction, by using Points 1 and 2 and by structural induction
on the goal G, such that BfivG in Pb 6D BfivG in P 0b. j
In order to express the abstract OR-compositionality we have to define the abstract version ˜] of the ]
operator. Given X1; X2 2 UA; X1 ˜] X2 :D [X1 ˜C X2]⁄fi , where [X ]⁄fi is the least solution of the equation
[X ]⁄fi D fi(IdI) ˜C ( [X ]⁄fi ˜x sufi(X )), or (equivalently) the least fixpoint of the continuous operator
˜HX (X 0) :D fi(IdI) ˜C (X 0 ˜x sufi(X )): (35)
First we must establish the precision of [¢]⁄ w.r.t. fi.
LEMMA 5.1. Let fi : C! A be a perfect observable and D 2 UC. Then [fi(D)]⁄fi D fi([D]⁄).
Proof. Let X 2 UA. Now we prove that ˜Hfi(D) – fi D fi –HD .
˜Hfi(D)(fi(D0)) [by definition of ˜Hfi(D)]
D fi(IdI) ˜C (fi(D0) ˜x sufi(fi(D))) [by definition of ˜C; ˜x and since sufi D
fi – su – ° ]
D fi(°fi(IdI)C °fi(°fi(D0) x °fi(su(°fi(D))))) [by Definition 5.1]
D fi(IdI)C (D0 x su(D))) [by definition ofHD]
D fi(HD(D0)):
Now, since ?AD fi(?C) and by a straightforward inductive argument, for any n ‚ 0; ˜Hfi(D)"n D
fi(HD"n). Then [fi(D)]⁄fi D lfpA ˜Hfi(D) D fi(lfpCHD) D fi([D]⁄). j
COROLLARY 5.3. Letfi : C! Abe a perfect observable and P1; P2 be programs. ThenOfivP1[P2b D
OfivP1b ˜]Ofi[P2].
Proof. The following equivalences hold.
OfivP1b ˜]OfivP2b [by definition of ˜]]
D [OfivP1b ˜COfivP2b]⁄fi [by Corollary 5.1 and by (30)]
D [fi(OvP1bCOvP2b)]⁄fi [by Lemma 5.1]
D fi([OvP1bCOvP2b]⁄) [by definition of ]]
D fi(OvP1b ]OvP2b) [by Theorem 2.2]
D fi(OvP1 [ P2b) [by Corollary 5.1]
D OfivP1 [ P2b: j
The following theorem shows that the abstract denotational semantics and the bottom-up denotation
are precise.
THEOREM 5.2. Let fi : C! A be a perfect observable; I 2 IC; c be a clause; A be an atom; G be a
goal and P be a program. Then
1. fi(AvAbI ) D AfivAbfi(I );
2. fi(GvGbI ) D GfivGbfi(I );
19 Corollary 12 in [15] states that, for any program P1 and P2; P1 … P2 () OvP1b D OvP2b.
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3. fi(CvcbI ) D Cfivcbfi(I );
4. fi(PvPbI ) D PfivPbfi(I );
5. PfivPb is continuous on A and FfivPb D PfivPb"!;
6. fi(FvPb) D FfivPb;
7. fi(QvG in Pb) D QfivG in Pb:
Proof. We prove the points separately.
Point 1. By definition of Av ¢ b; ¢˜;Afiv ¢ b and by (31), fi(AvAbI ) D fi(A ¢ I ) D fi(A ¢ °fi(I )) D
A ¢˜ fi(I ) D AfivAbfi(I ):
Point 2. The proof is by induction on G. If G D h, by definition of Gv ¢ b and Gfiv ¢ b; fi(GvhbI ) D
fi(`h) D Gfivhbfi(I ). Otherwise let G D (A;G 0). The following equivalences hold.
fi(Gv(A;G 0)bI ) [by definition of Gv ¢ b]
D fi(AvAbI £ GvG 0bI ) [by (32)]
D fi(°fi(AvAbI )£ °fi(GvG 0bI )) [by definition of ˜£]
D fi(AvAbI ) ˜£fi(GvG 0bI ) [by Point 1 and by inductive hypothesis]
D AfivAbfi(I ) ˜£GfivG 0bfi(I ) [by definition of Gfiv ¢ b]
D Gfiv(A;G 0)bfi(I ):
Point 3. Let c D H ˆ B. Then
fi(CvcbI ) [by definition of Cv ¢ b]
D fi(tree(c) xGvBbI ) [by (33)]
D fi(°fi(tree(c)) x °fi(GvBbI )) [by definition of ˜x]
D fi(tree(c)) ˜xfi(GvBbI ) [by Point 2 and by definition of Cfiv ¢ b]
D Cfivcbfi(I ):
Point 4. Immediate by definition of Pv ¢ b;Pfiv ¢ b and by Point 3.
Point 5. Let fXi gi2I µ A be a chain. Since
P˜
is the lub operation on A, we have to prove thatP˜fPfivPbXi gi2I D PfivPbP˜fXi gi2I .
X˜
fPfivPbXi gi2I [by definition of
P˜]
D fi
‡X
f° (PfivPbXi )gi2I
·
[since Xi D fi° (Xi ) and by Point 4]
D fi
‡X'
°fi
¡PvPb° (Xi )¢“i2I· [by (30)]
D fi
‡X'PvPb° (Xi )“i2I· [since PvPb is continuous]
D fi(PvPbPf° (Xi )gi2I ) [by Point 4 and definition of P˜]
D PfivPbP˜fXi gi2I :
Then apply Tarski’s theorem.
Point 6. First of all note that, since (A;•) is a complete lattice, there exists a bottom element
?A. Moreover, since fi is monotonic and ` is the bottom element of C, for any D 2 C; fi(`) • fi(D)
and then, since fi is surjective, fi(`) D?A. Then, by Point 3 and a straightforward inductive argument,
for any n ‚ 0; fi(PvPb"n) D PfivPb"n . Therefore, since
P
is the lub operation on C and
P˜
is the lub
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operation on A,
fi(FvPb) [by definition of F v¢b]
D fi(PvPb"!) [since PvPb is continuous]
D fi
µX
fPvPb"ngn‚0
¶
[by (30) and definition of P˜]
D
X˜
ffi(PvPb"n)gn‚0 [by the previous observation]
D
X˜
fPfivPb"ngn‚0 [by Point 5]
D FfivPb:
Point 7. By definition ofQv ¢ b;Qfiv ¢ b and by Points 2 and 6, fi(QvG in Pb) D fi(GvGblfpP[[P]]) D
GfivGbfi(lfpP[[P]]) D GfivGblfpPfi [[P]] D QfivG in Pb.
Finally, by using Theorem 5.2 and Corollaries 5.2 and 5.1, we can prove the equivalences between
the denotational and the operational semantics on one side, and between the top-down and bottom-up
denotations on the other side.
COROLLARY 5.4. Let fi : C! A be a perfect observable; G be a goal and P; P 0 be programs. Then
1. OfivPb D FfivPb;
2. QfivG in Pb D BfivG in Pb;
3. P …fi P 0 () FfivPb D FfivP 0b.
There are several examples of interesting observables for which ˜x is not precise (for example—as
already mentioned—computed answers). Due to the imprecision of the low level operations, we can still
try to define a more accurate semantics by choosing the optimal abstractions for a high level semantic
operation. In the denotational semantics, the operator x is used only to define the semantic function
Cv ¢ b. In Section 6 we obtain a new class of observables by taking its optimal abstraction ˜Cv ¢ b.
Now we make an assumption to simplify the notation of the following subsections. Consider a goal
A1; : : : ; An; an (abstract) interpretation X 2 IA and an expression involving X (A1); : : : ; X (An). In the
following we assume that, for any occurrence of X (Ai ), all the variables in var(X (Ai ))nvar(Ai ) are
renamed apart from all the variables in any other X (A j ) in the expression. This can always be obtained
by choosing a suitable representative of X .
5.1. Computed Resultant Semantics
We show now how to reconstruct the semantics modeling computed resultants (defined in [28]) by
means of the observable ´ of Example 5.1. In the appendix we prove that, by applying (12), (13), (14)
and (15) the ¢˜; ˜x and ˜£ operations are
A ¢˜ X D `[R=A] where R :D f(Aˆ B 0)# j R0 is a renamed apart (from A) version of X (A0);
for some A0 • A; H 0 ˆ B0 2 R0 and # D mgu(A; H 0)g;
X1 ˜£X2 D ‚G: f((G1;G2)ˆ B)# j (G1;G2) D G; 8i 2 f1; 2g; ri D G 0i ˆ Bi is a renamed
version of an element in Xi (G i ); via a renaming ‰i s:t: ‰i jG iD ";
var(G1; r1) \ var(G2; r2) µ var(G1) \ var(G2);G1#1 D G 01 and if B1 6D h then
# D #1jG1 ; B D (B1;G2) else B D B2; # D #1jG1 – mgu(G2#1jG1 ;G 02)g;
X1 ˜x X2 D ‚G: X1(G) [ f(G 0 ˆ G3)# j r1 D G 0 ˆ G1 2 X1(G);G1 · G2; r2 D G 02 ˆ G3
is a renamed version of an element in X2(G2), via a renaming ‰ s.t. G2‰ D G1,
var(G; r1) \ var(r2) µ var(G1);G1# D G 02 and dom(#) µ var(G1)g;
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while the optimal
P˜
operation turns out to be point-wise union. The abstract semantic function is
Cvp(t)ˆ BbX D ‚p(x): fp(x)ˆ p(x)g [ fp(x)# ˆ (Bk; B00) j B D (B0; B00); x are new
variables; 9k s:t: 8i < k: Ai ˆ h 2 X (pi (xi )); Ak ˆ Bk 2 X (pk(xk));
X (p j (x j )) is defined for any p j 2 preds(B00); # :D fx=tg – # 0;
# 0 :D mgu(B0; (A1; : : : ; Ak))g:
The abstract top-down denotation is
O´ vPb D ‚p(x):
n
p(x)# ˆ B j p(x) #!
P
⁄ B
o.
·Acr
and coincides with the abstract bottom-up denotation and the abstraction of the top-down denotation,
i.e., O´ vPb D F´ vPb D ´ (OvPb).
5.2. The Partial Proof Tree Semantics
We show now how to obtain the semantics modeling partial proof trees, by means of the observable
‡ of Example 5.2.
We first need to introduce some notation to get a compact presentation of the operations. Given a tree
T , we denote by hT inm the tree obtained by adding n anonymous tree variables to the left of T and m
anonymous tree variables to the right.
By applying (12), (13), (14) and (15), the ¢˜; ˜x and ˜£ operations are
A ¢˜ X D `[S=A] where S :D fT j T 6D ?; T D ( ‘ A) ^ T 0 and T 0 is a renamed
apart (from A) version of an element in X (A0), for some A0 • Ag;
X1 ˜£ X2 D ‚G:
'
T j T 6D ?; (G1;G2) D G; 8i 2 f1; 2g;
Ti is a renamed version of an element in Xi (G i ), via a renaming ‰i s.t. ‰i jG iD ",
var(G1; T1) \ var(G2; T2) µ var(G1) \ var(G2);G1 D A1; : : : ; An;
G2 D B1; : : : ; Bm and if open(T1) 6D nil then T D Ht(G) ^ hT1i0m else
T D Ht(G) ^ hT1i0m ^ hT2in0
“
;
X1 ˜x X2 D ‚G: X1(G) [
n
T j T 6D ?; T D T 0 ^V1•i•n repl(T 0; ‘ Ai ; Ti ); T 0 2 X1(G);
open(T 0) D ‘ A1; : : : ; ‘ An; X 02 is a renamed apart version of X2 such that
(T1; : : : ; Tn) 2 X 02(A1; : : : ; An) and
var(G; T 0) \ var(T1; : : : ; Tn) µ var(A1; : : : ; An)
o
;
while the optimal
P˜
operation turns out to be point-wise union.
The abstract semantic function is
P‡ vPbX D ‚p(x):
n
‘ p(x)
o
[
n
T j c D p(t)ˆ B1; : : : ; Bn 2 P; T D (T 0 ‘ p(t)) ^ Ht(c);
T 6D ?; x are new variables, 9k s.t. 8i • k: Ti 2 X (pi (xi )),
8 j < k: open(Tj ) D nil; X (ph(xh)) 6D ; is defined for any
ph 2 preds(BkC1; : : : ; Bn) and T 0 DHt(B1; : : : ; Bn) ^
V
1•i•khTi ii¡1n¡i
o
:
Since ‡ is perfect, the abstract bottom-up denotation F‡ vPb, the abstract top-down denotation O‡ vPb
and the abstraction of the top-down denotation ‡ (OvPb) coincide.
Let us finally note that the Heyting semantics [38, 39] can be obtained by collecting from O‡ vPb all
complete proof trees (trees which do not contain anonymous tree variables). An observable fi which
models complete proof trees can be easily defined using a construction analogous to this one, but it is
no longer perfect, yet it is denotational (denotational observables are introduced in the next section).
It turns out that its PfivPb operator is isomorphic to the HgTP operator of [39] and that the bottom-up
denotation FfivPb models the Heyting semantics of P .
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6. DENOTATIONAL OBSERVABLES
We relax the optimality condition of axiom (33) and admit a ˜x operator which is not necessarily
precise.
DEFINITION 6.1. Let fi : C! A be an observable. Then fi is a denotational observable if
fi(A ¢ D) D fi(A ¢ (°fi)D); (36)
fi(D £ D0) D fi((°fi)D £ (°fi)D0); (37)
fi(D x D0) D fi(D x (°fi)D0): (38)
The following theorems show that, under these conditions, we can just replace Cfiv ¢ b by the optimal
abstraction ˜Cv ¢ b of Cv ¢ b to make the semantic definition precise.20
˜Cvcb :D fi – Cvcb – °: (39)
With this new semantic operator we can define a more accurate denotational semantics, simply by
replacing equation (22) with Pfivfcg [ PbX :D ˜CvcbX ˜CPfivPbX . Then, if we replace Cfiv ¢ b by ˜Cv ¢ b in
its statement, Theorem 5.2 also holds for denotational observables.
THEOREM 6.1. Let fi : C! A be a denotational observable; I 2 IC; c be a clause, A be an atom;
G be a goal and P be a program. Then
1. fi(AvAbI ) D AfivAbfi(I );
2. fi(GvGbI ) D GfivGbfi(I );
3. fi(CvcbI ) D ˜Cvcbfi(I );
4. fi(PvPbI ) D PfivPbfi(I );
5. PfivPb is continuous on A and FfivPb D PfivPb"!;
6. fi(FvPb) D FfivPb and fi(QvG in Pb) D QfivG in Pb.
Proof. We prove only Point 3. The proof of the other statements is analogous to those of Theorem
5.2 (by using Definition 6.1 and the definition of ˜Cv ¢ b instead of Definition 5.1 and the definition of
Cfiv ¢ b, respectively) and therefore it is omitted. Let c be the clause H ˆ B. Then
fi(CvcbI ) [by definition of Cv ¢ b and by (38)]
D fi(tree(c) x °fi(GvBbI )) [by Point 2]
D fi(tree(c) x ° (GfivBbfi(I ))) [since fi(I ) D fi°fi(I ) and by Point 2]
D fi(tree(c) x °fi(GvBb°fi(I ))) [by (38) and by definition of ˜Cv ¢ b]
D ˜Cvcbfi(I ): j
As a consequence of the above theorem, the abstract denotational semantics and the bottom-up de-
notation are precise. In particular, since FfivPb D fi(FvPb);Ffiv ¢ b is correct and minimal w.r.t. fi.
Remember that the AND-compositionality property of Qfiv ¢ b follows by construction.
COROLLARY 6.1. Let fi : C ! A be a denotational observable and P, P 0 be programs. Then
P …fi P 0 () FfivPb D FfivP 0b.
Proof. By (11), Point 5 of Theorem 2.1 and Point 6 of Theorem 6.1,
P …fi P 0 () 8G 2 Goals: fi(BvG in Pb) D fi(BvG in P 0b)()
8G 2 Goals: fi(QvG in Pb) D fi(QvG in P 0b)()
8G 2 Goals:QfivG in Pb D QfivG in P 0b:
20 Note that if a denotational observable fi is also perfect, then ˜Cv ¢ b D Cfi v ¢ b.
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Now the proof is analogous to the one of Corollary 12 in [15], by using Qfi[[¢]] and Ffi[[¢]] instead
of Bfi[[¢]] and Ofi[[¢]], respectively. By definition of Ffi[[¢]], the minimality is trivial. The proof of the
converse is by contradiction, by using the AND-compositionality property of Qfi[[¢]] and by structural
induction on the goal G, such that Qfi[[G in P]] 6D Qfi[[G in P 0]].
THEOREM 6.2. Let fi be a denotational observable. Then
1. FfivPb • OfivPb;
2. QfivG in Pb • BfivG in Pb.
Proof. We prove the points separately.
Point 1. First of all observe that, by Point 4 of Theorem 6.1, fi(FvPb) D FfivPb and, by Point 4
of Theorem 2.1, OvPb D FvPb. Then the proof follows by observing that, since OfivPb is correct,
fi(OvPb) • OfivPb.
Point 2. First of all observe that by Point 6 of Theorem 6.1, fi(QvG in Pb) D QfivG in Pb and
by Point 5 of Theorem 2.1, QvG in Pb D BvG in Pb. Then the proof follows by observing that, since
BfivG in Pb is correct, fi(BvG in Pb) • BfivG in Pb. j
6:1: The Computed Answer Observable and the s-Semantics
We show now how to reconstruct the s-semantics [23, 5] by means of the observable » of Example
3.1. We can prove that » is indeed a denotational observable. By using a simplifcation of the arguments
of Example 5.1, it can be proved that the abstract operation
P˜
turns out to be point-wise union while ¢˜
and ˜£ are
A ¢˜ X D `£2–A⁄ where 2 :D f# j hH;20i is a renamed apart (from A) version ofhA0; X (A0)i; for some A0 • A; # 0 2 20 and # D mgu (A; H# 0) jAg;
X1 ˜£ X2 D ‚G: f# j (G1;G2) D G; for i 2 f1; 2g; #i is a renamed version of an
element in Xi (G i ); via a renaming ‰i s.t. ‰i jG i D ",
var(G1; #1) \ var (G2; #2) µ var(G1) \ var(G2)
# :D (#1 – mgu(G2#1;G2#2))jGg:
The optimal abstract semantic function ˜C[[¢]] is
˜Cvp(t)ˆ BbX D ‚p(x): f# j x are new variables, #i 2 X (pi (xi )) and
# :D (fx=tg – mgu (B; (p1(x1)#1; : : : ; pn(xn)#n))) jxg:
The abstraction of the top-down denotation is
» (OvPb) D ‚p(x):
n
# j p(x) v!
P
⁄
h
o.
·Aca
D F» vPb
and is isomorphic to the top-down definition of the s-semantics. Indeed it is easy to see that it is just
a matter of representation. In the s-semantics case, the substitution is simply applied to the pure atom,
while in our case, given the pure atom, the corresponding substitution is returned. The same isomorphism
holds between the abstract semantic function
P» vPbX D ‚p(x): f# j p(t)ˆ B 2 P; x are new variables, #i 2 X (pi (xi )) and
# D (fx=tg – mgu(B; (p1(x1)#1; : : : ; pn(xn)#n)))jxg
and the immediate consequences operator of the s-semantics. From Theorem 6.1 we can derive the
usual properties of the s-semantics, namely that F» vPb is correct and minimal w.r.t. computed answers
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and that the answers computed for any goal can be obtained from the answers computed for pure atomic
goals.
6:2: Call Pattern Semantics
The call patterns (with state) of a program P for a goal G are the atoms selected in any SLD-
derivation of G in P , together with the corresponding partial computed answer substitution. A call
pattern semantics was defined in [27] and used as a basis of call pattern analysis in [26]. We consider the
domain Cp :D }(Atoms£ Subst). For any X 2 Cp, the interpretation of hC; #i 2 X is “the execution
generates a procedure call C with state (partial computed answer substitution) #”. Note that C can be
h. The (lifting of the) abstraction which allows us to obtain the call patterns is
·(D) :D ‚G: fhC; #i j d 2 D(G); last(d) D (C; B); # D answer(d) and B 6D h) C 6D hg:
·° (X ) :D ‚G: wfG(fd j last(d) D (C; B); hC; answer(d)i 2 X (G) and B 6D h) C 6D hg):
The axioms (36), (37), (38) are satisfied, hence · is a denotational observable. The operation P˜ turns
out to be point-wise union while ¢˜ and ˜£ are:
A ¢˜ X D `[R=A] where R :D fhC#; # jAi j hH; R0i is a renamed apart (from A) version of
hA0; X (A0)i; for some A0 • A; hC; # 0i 2 R0; # :D mgu(A; H# 0)g;
X1 ˜£X2 D ‚G: fhC; #i j (G1;G2) D G; for i 2 f1; 2g; ri D hCi ; #i i is a renamed
version of an element in Xi (G i ) via a renaming ‰i s.t. ‰i jG i D ";
var(G1; r1) \ var(G2; r2) µ var(G1) \ var(G2) and if C1 6D h then
hC; #i :D hC1; #1i else # :D (#1 – mgu(G2#1;G2#2))jG;C :D C2#g:
The abstract semantic function is
˜Cvp(t)ˆ BbX D ‚p(x):fhp(x); "ig [ fhC# 0; #ijB D (B0; B00); x are new variables; 9k s:t:
8i < k: hh; #i i 2 X (pi (xi )); hC; #ki 2 X (pk(xk)); X (p j (x j )) 6D ; is defined
for any p j 2 preds(B00); # :D (fx=tg – # 0)jx;
# 0 :D mgu(B0; (p1(x1)#1; : : : ; pk(xk)#k)) and B00 6D h) C 6D hg:
The proof than · : C! Acp is an observable and that the operations are those defined is analogous to
that one given for the previous observables and therefore it is omitted.
7. SEMI-DENOTATIONAL OBSERVABLES
Semi-denotational observables are intended to model some of the properties useful for static program
analysis, where approximation plays a major role and we are forced to give up precision to achieve
termination in the construction of the abstract semantics. The concrete semantics and most abstract
semantics cannot in general be effectively computed, since the least fixpoint can only be reached in !
steps. If the abstract domain is noetherian, the least fixpoint can be reached in finitely many steps. The
resulting abstract semantics can therefore effectively be used for static program analysis. This is usually
possible only if we use approximations of (generally undecidable) properties.
This topic is very relevant to machine-oriented validation and diagnosis. Abstract diagnosis is con-
cerned with the task of verifying a program (and possibly finding bugs) w.r.t. computations over an
abstract domain. This operation is generally unfeasible on a generic domain, since we can have non-
termination. Following our approach we can approximate the desired property by using a simpler
observable which is defined on a suitable noetherian domain, where the operations become feasible.
Thus our approach to approximate semantics can be used as a tool to bring techniques, which are typical
of the program analysis field, into the debugging and verification fields.
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In order to deal with approximation, we relax the optimality conditions of denotational observables
axioms to admit non-precise ¢˜ ; ˜£ and ˜x operators. However, we guarantee that weak21 (compo-
sitionality) properties are still satisfied. Hence every denotational observable is a semi-denotational
observable, but the converse does not hold.
DEFINITION 7.1. An observable fi : C ! A is semi-denotational if, for any A 2 Atoms, D0; D00 2
C; D 2UC;G 2 Goals and chain fD j g j2J µ UC the following properties hold.
¢˜ and ˜£ distribute over P˜; (40)
fi(A ¢ °fi(IdI)) D fi(A ¢ IdI) D fi(`A); (41)
fi(°fi(D0) x °fi(IdC)) D fi(D0 x IdC) D fi(D0); (42)
fi(°fi(D0)£ °fi(`G)) D fi(D0 £ `G); (43)
fi(°fi(D0) x °fi(su(°fi(D)))) D fi(°fi(D0) x su(°fi(D))); (44)
fi
‡
D x pu
‡
°fi
‡X
fD j g j2J
···
D fi
‡
D x pu
‡X
f°fi(D j )g j2J
··
; (45)
fi(°fi(D0)£ °fi(°fi(D00) x su(°fi(D)))) D fi(°fi(D0)£ (°fi(D00) x su(°fi(D)))); (46)
fi(A ¢ °fi(°fi(D0) x su(°fi(D)))) D fi(A ¢ (°fi(D0) x su(°fi(D)))); (47)
fi(°fi(D0) x °fi(°fi(D00) x su(°fi(D)))) D fi(°fi(D0) x (°fi(D00) x su(°fi(D)))): (48)
The intuition behind the axioms of this definition is that once the closure °fi has been applied, all the
expressions involving it and the concrete operators are insensible to further closures. This also means
that the precision is lost in the first closure step only.
This definition is quite involved because it uses the weakest version of the axioms we can think of,
although there are lots of possible strongest conditions which are easier to check, as is the case in our
examples.
The following theorem shows that under these conditions (as in the denotational case) we can just
replace Cfiv ¢ b by the optimal abstract version ˜Cv ¢ b of Cv ¢ b (see (39)) to make the definition of the
abstract denotational semantics as accurate as possible (and definitely more accurate than the operational
version).
THEOREM 7.1. Let fi : C! A be a semi-denotational observable and X 2 UA. Then
1: PfivPbX D fi(PvPb° (X ))
2: PfivPb is continuous on A and FfivPb D PfivPb"!.
Proof. We prove the points separately.
Point 1. The proof is straightforward by definition of ˜Cv ¢ b, by (30) and by definition of Pfiv ¢ b
and hence is omitted.
Point 2. Let fX i gi 2 I µ UA be a chain. Since
P˜
is the lub operation on UA, we have to prove
that
P˜fPfivPbX i gi2I D PfivPbP˜fX i gi2I . The following equalities hold.X˜'PfivPbX i “i2I [by definition of P˜ and Point 1]
D fi
‡X'
°fi
¡PvPb° (X i )¢“i2I· [by (30)]
D fi
‡X'PvPb° (X i )“i2I· [since PvPb is continuous]
D fi¡PvPbPf° (X i )gi2I ¢ [by (8) and (30)]
21 By weak properties we mean that we cannot ensure the precise properties of Sections 5 and 6, but we can ensure their
approximated formulation, where we replace the equality symbol by inequality. For example, fi(F[[P]]) D Ffi[[P]] becomes
fi(F[[P]]) • Ffi[[P]].
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D fi
‡
IdI C °fi
‡
tree(P) x pu
‡X
f° (X i )gi2I
···
[by (45) and since fi° D Id]
D fi
‡
IdI C °fi
‡
tree(P) x pu
‡
°fi
‡X
f° (X i )gi2I
···
[by (30) and (8)]
D fi¡PvPb°fi(Pf° (X i )gi2I )¢ [by Point 1]
D PfivPbfi(Pf° (X i )gi2I )
·
[by definition of P˜]
D PfivPbP˜fX i gi2I :
Then apply Tarski’s theorem. j
LEMMA 7.1. Let fi : C! A be a semi-denotational observable; X 2 A and D0 2 C.
1: fi(°fi(D0)£ °fi(IdC)) D fi(D0 £ IdC);
2: sufi(X ) D fi(su(° (X )));
3: fi(su(°fi(IdI))) • fi(IdI).
Proof. We prove the points separately.
Point 1.
fi(°fi(D0)£ °fi(IdC)) [by definition of IdC and (30)]
D fi(D0) ˜£
X˜
ffi(`G)gG2Goals [by (40)]
D
X˜
ffi(D0) ˜£fi(`G)gG2Goals [by definition of ˜£ and (43)]
D
X˜
ffi(D0 £ `G)gG2Goals [by definition of
P˜
and (30)]
D fi
‡X
fD0 £ `GgG2Goals
·
[by Lemma 2.1]
D fi
‡
D0 £
X
f`GgG2Goals
·
[by definition of IdC]
D fi(D0 £ IdC):
Point 2.
sufi(X ) [by definition of sufi]
D
X˜
f(A ¢˜ X ) ˜£fi(IdC)gA2Atoms [by definition of
P˜
; ¢˜ and ˜£]
D fi
‡X
f°fi(°fi(A ¢ ° (X ))£ °fi(IdC))gA2Atoms
·
[by Point 1]
D fi
‡X
f°fi((A ¢ ° (X ))£ IdC)gA2Atoms
·
[by (30)]
D fi
‡X
f(A ¢ ° (X ))£ IdCgA2Atoms
·
[by definition of su]
D fi(su(° (X ))):
Point 3.
fi(su(°fi(IdI))) [by definition of su and (30)]
D fi
‡X
f°fi((A ¢ °fi(IdI))£ IdC)gA2Atoms
·
[by Point 1 and (41)]
D fi
‡X
f°fi(°fi(A ¢ IdI)£ °fi(IdC))gA2Atoms
·
[by Point 1 and (30)]
D fi
‡X
f(A ¢ IdI)£ IdCgA2Atoms
·
[by definition of IdC]
• fi(IdC): j
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LEMMA 7.2. Let fi : C! A be a semi-denotational observable; X 2 A and k; n ‚ 0.
1: fi(su(° unf kP;fi(fi(IdI)))) • unf kP;fi(fi(IdC));
2: X ˜x unf kP;fi(fi(IdC)) • unf kP;fi(X );
3: sun(° unf kP;fi(fi(IdI))) v ° (unf knP;fi(fi(IdC))):
Proof. We prove the points separately.
Point 1. The proof is by induction on k. For k D 0 the proof is immediate by definition of unf 0P;fi
and by Point 3 of Lemma 7.1. For n > 0 the following facts hold.
fi
¡
su
¡
° unf kP;fi(fi(IdI))
¢¢
[by definition of unf kP;fi]
D fi¡su¡° ¡unf k¡1P;fi (fi(IdI)) ˜x sufi(fi(tree(P)))¢¢¢
[by definition of su]
D fi
‡X'¡
A ¢ ° ¡unf k¡1P;fi (fi(IdI)) ˜x sufi(fi(tree(P)))¢¢£ IdC“A2Atoms·
[by definition of ˜x , by Point 2 of Lemma 7.1, and by (44)]
D fi
‡X'¡
A ¢ °fi¡° unf k¡1P;fi (fi(IdI)) x su(°fi(tree(P)))¢¢£ IdC“A2Atoms·
[by Point 1 of Lemma 7.1 and (30)]
D fi
‡X'
°fi
¡
°fi
¡
A ¢ °fi¡° unf k¡1P;fi (fi(IdI)) x su(°fi(tree(P)))¢¢£ IdC¢“A2Atoms·
[by (47)]
D fi
µX'
°fi
¡
°fi
¡
A ¢ ¡° unf k¡1P;fi (fi(IdI)) x su(°fi(tree(P)))¢¢£ IdC¢“A2Atoms¶
[by (30), Point 1 of Lemma 7.1, and definition of su]
D fi¡su¡° ¡unf k¡1P;fi (fi(IdI))¢x su(°fi(tree(P)))¢¢
[by Lemma 13 in [15] and since fi is monotonic]
• fi¡su¡° ¡unf k¡1P;fi (fi(IdI))¢¢x su(°fi(tree(P)))¢
[by inductive hypothesis, by Point 2 of Lemma 7.1, and since °fi is extensive]
• unf k¡1P;fi (fi(IdC)) ˜x sufi(fi(tree(P)))
[by definition of unf kP;fi]
D unf kP;fi(fi(IdC)):
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Point 2. The proof is by induction on k. For k D 0 the proof is immediate by definition of unf 0P;fi
and by (42). For n > 0 the following facts hold.
X ˜x unf kP;fi(fi(IdC))
[by definition of unf kP;fi]
D X ˜x ¡unf k¡1P;fi (fi(IdC)) ˜x sufi(fi(tree(P)))¢
[by definition of ˜x and Point 2 of Lemma 7.1]
D fi¡° (X ) x °fi¡° ¡unf k¡1P;fi (fi(IdC))¢x °fi(su(°fi(tree(P))))¢¢
[by (44) and (48)]
D fi¡° (X ) x ¡° ¡unf k¡1P;fi (fi(IdC))¢x su(°fi(tree(P)))¢¢
[by using the same argument of the proof of Lemma 6 in [15] and since fi is monotonic]
• fi¡¡° (X ) x ° ¡unf k¡1P;fi (fi(IdI))¢¢x su(°fi(tree(P)))¢
[by inductive hypothesis, by definition of ˜x and since °fi is extensive]
• fi¡° ¡unf k¡1P;fi (X )¢x su(°fi(tree(P)))¢
[by definition of ˜x and by Point 2 of Lemma 7.1]
• unf k¡1P;fi (X ) ˜x sufi(fi(tree(P)))
[by definition of unf kP;fi]
D unf kP;fi(X ):
Point 3. The proof is by induction on n. For n D 0 the proof is immediate by defintion of su0.
For n > 0 the following facts hold.
sun
¡
° unf kP;fi(fi(IdI))
¢
[by definition of sun]
D sun¡1
¡
° unf kP;fi(fi(IdI))
¢
x su
¡
° unf kP;fi(fi(IdI))
¢
[by inductive hypothesis, by Point 1, since ° is monotonic and °fi is extensive]
v ° ¡unf k(n¡1)P;fi (fi(IdC))¢x ° ¡unf kP;fi(fi(IdC))¢
[since °fi is extensive and by definition of ˜x]
v ° ¡unf k(n¡1)P;fi (fi(IdC)) ˜x unf kP;fi(fi(IdC))¢
[by Point 2 and since ° is monotonic]
v ° ¡unf kP;fi¡unf k(n¡1)P;fi (fi(IdC))¢¢
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[by definition of unf kP;fi]
D ° ¡unf knP;fi(fi(IdC))¢: j
LEMMA 7.3. Let fi : C! A be a semi-denotational observable. Then
fi(OvPb) • FfivPb • OfivPb:
Proof. The proof of the first inequality is straightforward by correctness ofFfivPb and by Point 4 of
Theorem 2.1. For the second inequality we prove, by induction on n, that 8n ‚ 0: PfivPb"n • OfivPb.
Then the thesis follows by continuity of PfivPb and by definition of FfivPb.
First of all observe that since ˜x is monotonic and
P˜
is the lub operation on A, for any Xi ; X 2
A;
P˜fXi ˜x Xgi2I • P˜fXi gi2I ˜x X . Then, by a straightforward inductive argument and by (29),
OfivPb •
hX˜'
unf kP;fi(fi(IdI))
“
k‚0
i.
·A
: (49)
Now, we can prove that 8n ‚ 0:PfivPb"n • OfivPb.
(n D 0) Straightforward, since by definition of "0;PfivPb"0D ?A.
(n > 0) The following facts hold.
PfivPb"n
[by definition of ¢"n]
D PfivPbPfi [[P]]"n¡1
[by Point 1 of Theorem 7.1 and by (8)]
D fi(IdI C (tree(P) x pu(° (PfivPb"n¡1))))
[by inductive hypothesis and by (49)]
• fi
‡
IdI C
‡
tree(P) x pu
‡
°
X˜'
unf kP;fi(fi(IdI))
“
k‚0
···
[by definition of P˜ and by (45)]
D fi
‡
IdI C
‡
tree(P) x pu
‡X'
°
¡
unf kP;fi(fi(IdI))
¢“
k‚0
···
[by Lemma 2.1]
D fi
‡X'
IdI C
¡
tree(P) x pu¡° ¡unf kP;fi(fi(IdI))¢¢¢“k‚0·
[by definition of x and IdI and since x is extensive]
D fi
‡X'(IdI x su(tree(P))) x pu¡° ¡unf kP;fi(fi(IdI))¢¢“k‚0·
[by Point 2 of Lemma 18 in [15]]
• fi
‡Xn
(IdI x su(tree(P))) x
‡
IdC C
X'
sun
¡
°
¡
unf kP;fi(fi(IdI))
¢¢“
n‚0
·o
k‚0
·
[by definition of x and by Lemma 2.1]
D fi
‡X'(IdI x su(tree(P))) x sun¡° ¡unf kP;fi(fi(IdI))¢¢“n;k‚0·
[by Point 3 of Lemma 7.2 and since fi and x are monotonic]
• fi
‡X'(IdI x su(tree(P))) x ° ¡unf knP;fi(fi(IdC))¢“k;n‚0·
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[by definition of IdI, by Lemma 2.1 and by set-theoretic properties]
• fi
‡X'(`p(x) x su(tree(P))) x ° ¡unf kP;fi(fi(IdC))¢“k‚0;p(x)2Goals·
[by definition of ˜x and since °fi is extensive]
• fi
‡X'
°
¡¡
fi
¡
`p(x)
¢
˜x sufi(fi(tree(P)))
¢
˜x unf kP;fi(fi(IdC))
¢“
k‚0;p(x)2Goals
·
[by Point 2 of Lemma 7.2]
• fi
‡X'
°
¡
unf kP;fi
¡
fi
¡
`p(x)
¢
˜x sufi(fi(tree(P)))
¢¢“
k‚0;p(x)2Goals
·
[by definition of unf kP;fi and since °fi is extensive]
• fi
µXn
°fi
‡X'
°
¡
unf kP;fi
¡
fi
¡
`p(x)
¢¢¢“
k‚0
·o
p(x)2Goals
¶
[by definition of P˜]
D
X˜‰hX˜'
unf kP;fi
¡
fi
¡
`p(x)
¢¢“
k‚0
i.
·A
¾
p(x)2Goals
[by (29)]
D OfivPb: j
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let fi : C ! A be a semi-denotational observable; X 2 UA; X 0; X 00 2 A; A 2
Atoms and G 2 Goals. Then the following properties hold.
1. A ¢˜ (X 0 ˜x sufi(X )) • (A ¢˜ X 0) ˜x sufi(X );
2. (X 0 ˜x sufi(X )) ˜£fi(`G)) • (X 0 ˜£fi(`G)) ˜x sufi(X );
3. X 0 ˜£ (X 00 ˜x sufi(X )) • (X 0 ˜£ X 00) ˜x sufi(X ):
Proof. We prove only Point 3, essentially using Point 3 of Lemma 8 in [15].22 The proof of the other
points is analogus, by using Points 1 and 2 of the above mentioned lemma and (47) and (43) (instead
of (46)).
First of all note that in the proof of Point 3 of Lemma 8 in [15] the hypothesis D0 x su(D) D D0 is
not used to prove the inclusion D0 £ (D00 x su(D)) v (D0 £ D00) x su(D) and hence we can conclude
that
° (X 0)£ (° (X 00) x su(° (X ))) v (° (X 0)£ ° (X 00)) x su(° (X )): (50)
Moreover, by Point 2 of Lemma 7.1, by definition of ˜x and ˜£ and by (46) and (44),
sufi(X ) D fi(su(° (X ))) (51)
22 Lemma 8 in [15] states that, for any atom A, any D 2 UC, any D0; D00 2 C, and any goal G,
(1) A ¢ (D0 x su(D)) D (A ¢ D0) x su(D);
(2) (D0 x su(D))£ `G v (D0 £ `G ) x su(D); and
(3) if D0 x su(D) D D0 then (D0 £ D00) x su(D) D D0 £ (D00 x su (D)):
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and
X 0 ˜£ (X 00 ˜x sufi(X )) D fi(° (X 0)£ (° (X 00)) x su(° (X )))): (52)
Then the following facts hold.
X 0 ˜£ (X 00 ˜x sufi(X )) [by (52)]
D fi(° (X 0)£ (° (X 00) x su(° (X )))) [by (50) and since fi is monotonic]
• fi((° (X 0)£ ° (X 00)) x su(° (X ))) [since °fi is extensive]
• fi(°fi(° (X 0)£ ° (X 00)) x °fi(su(° (X )))) [by (51)]
D fi(°fi(° (X 0)£ ° (X 00)) x ° (sufi(X ))) [by definition of ˜£ and ˜x]
D (X 0 ˜£ X 00) ˜x sufi(X ): j
THEOREM 7.2. Let fi : C! A be a semi-denotational observable; A be an atom; G1; G2 be goals
and P be a program. Then
1. A ¢˜OfivPb • BfivA in Pb;
2. BfivG1 in Pb ˜£BfivG2 in Pb • Bfiv(G1;G2) in Pb:
Proof. We prove the points separately.
Point 1. Analogously to Lemma 7.3,
OfivPb •
hX˜'
unf kP;fi(fi(IdI))
“
k‚0
i.
·A
: (53)
Then the following facts hold.
A ¢˜OfivPb [by (53)]
• A ¢˜
hX˜'
unf kP;fi(fi(IdI))
“
k‚0
i.
·A
[by (40)]
D
X˜'
A ¢˜ unf kP;fi(fi(IdI))
“
k‚0 [by using repeatedly Point 1 of Proposition 7.1]
•
X˜'
unf kP;fi(A ¢˜fi(IdI))
“
k‚0 [by (41) and definition of ¢˜ ]
D
X˜'
unf kP;fi(fi(`A))
“
k‚0 [by (28)]
D BfivA in Pb:
Point 2.
BfivG1 in Pb ˜£BfivG2 in Pb
[by (28) and (40)]
D
X˜'
unf kP;fi
¡
fi
¡
`G1
¢¢
˜£ unf hP;fi
¡
fi
¡
`G2
¢¢“
h;k‚0
[by using repeatedly Point 3 of Proposition 7.1]
•
X˜'
unf hP;fi
¡
unf kP;fi
¡
fi
¡
`G1
¢¢
˜£fi¡`G2¢¢“h;k‚0
[by using repeatedly Point 2 of Proposition 7.1]
•
X˜'
unf hP;fi
¡
unf kP;fi
¡
fi
¡
`G1
¢
˜£fi¡`G2¢¢¢“h;k‚0
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[by defintion of unfp;fi]
D
X˜'
unf kP;fi
¡
fi
¡
`G2
¢
˜£fi¡`G2¢¢“k‚0
[by definition of ˜£ and £, by (43) and (28)]
D Bfiv(G1;G2) in Pb: j
COROLLARY 7.1. Let fi be a semi-denotational observable. Then
fi(BvG in Pb) • QfivG in Pb • Bfi[G in Pb:
Proof. The proof of the first inequality is straightforward by correctness of QfivG in Pb and by
Point 5 of Theorem 2.1. For the second inequality, the proof is by structural induction on G.
(GDh)Qfivh in Pb D GfivhbFfi vPb D fi(`h) D Bfivh in Pb; by the defintion ofQfiv ¢ b;
Gfiv ¢ b; and Bfiv ¢ b:
(G D A;G 0) The following facts hold.
QfivG in Pb [by definition of Qfiv ¢ b and Ffiv ¢ b]
D Gfiv(A;G 0)bFfi [[P]] [by definition of Gfiv ¢ b and Qfiv ¢ b]
D AfivAbFfi [[P]] ˜£QfivG 0 in Pb [by inductive hypothesis]
• AfivAbFfi [[P]] ˜£BfivG 0 in Pb [by definition of Afiv ¢ b]
D (A ¢˜FfivPb) ˜£BfivG 0 in Pb [by Lemma 7.3]
• (A ¢˜OfivPb) ˜£BfivG 0 in Pb [by Point 1 of Theorem 7.2]
• BfivA in Pb ˜£BfivG 0 in Pb [by Point 2 of Theorem 7.2]
• BfivG in Pb: j
7:1: The Observable ˆ for Groundness Analysis of Computed Answers
We show now how to obtain Groundness analysis of computed answers for pure logic programs [3,
44, 16] by applying our scheme. In order to define the abstract domain we have to do several small
steps. We will use propositional formulas to represent the groundness dependencies of variables. In
particular, we will use the domain POS [3] of positive propositional formulas classes modulo logical
equivalence, built using$;^ and _, ordered by logical implication.
First of all we have to define the abstraction 0(t) of a concrete term t . If var(t) D fx1; : : : ; xng then
0(t) :D x1 ^ ¢ ¢ ¢ ^ xn , while if t is ground 0(t) :D true. The formula intuitively suggests that in order
for t to be ground, all its variables x1; : : : ; xn must be ground.
We can extend 0 to substitutions to obtain abstract substitutions as 0(#) :D Vx=t2# x $ 0(t)
where 0(") :D true. Abstract substitutions are propositional formulas which express the groundness
dependencies between the variables of the domain and the ones of the range of the concrete substitution.
We must define the abstract notion of restriction of an abstract substitution w.r.t. a set of variables.
Namely, by using Schro¨der’s elimination principle,
F jx :D
‰
F if var(F) µ fxg
(F[y 7! true] _ F[y 7! false])jx for some y 2 var(F)nfxg
where the formula F[y 7! E] is obtained by replacing each occurrence of the variable y in F by E .
Let Agr µ [Goals * POS]. We can obtain the desired abstraction ˆ by further abstraction of
computed answer substitutions. Namely ¿0 : Aca ! Agr is defined as
¿0(X ) :D ‚G:
_
#2X (G)
0(#) jvar (G); (54)
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where _
; :D false
(hence ¿0(`[;=G]) D `[false=G]):
The groundness dependency for computed answers observable ˆ : C ! Agr is ˆ :D ¿0 – »: By
applying the definition the abstract operators are
A ¢˜ X D `[F=A] where F :D
_
fF 00 j hH; F 0i is a renamed apart (w.r.t. A) version of
hA0; X (A0)i; for some A0 • A; there exists – s.t. A D H–; dom(–) µ var(H ) and
F 00 D (F 0 ^ 0(–))jvar(A)g
X1 ˜£ X2 D ‚G:
_
fX1(G1) ^ X2(G2) j (G1;G2) D G and X1(G1) and X2(G2) are definedgX˜
fXi gi2I D ‚G:
_
fXi (G)gi2I :23
In the appendix we prove that ˆ is semi-denotational and that the optimal operator ˜Cv ¢b is
˜Cvp(t)ˆ p1(t1); : : : ; pn(tn)bx D ‚p(x):
ˆ
x$ 0(t) ^
n^
iD1
(xi $ 0(t i ) ^ X (pi (xi )))
!
jx
where, 8i 2 f1; ng; x; xi are new distinct variables, X (pi (xi )) is defined and the formula y $ 0(s)
denotes
Vm
iD1(yi $ 0(si )) (given that y D y1; : : : ; ym and s D s1; : : : ; sm), which is equivalent to
0(fy=sg).
7.2. The depth(k) Observable
Now we show how to approximate an infinite set of computed answers by means of a depth(k) cut
[50], i.e., by cutting terms which have a depth greater than k. Terms are cut by replacing each sub-term
rooted at depth k with a new variable taken from a set ˆV (disjoint from V ).24 depth(k) terms represent
each term obtained by instantiating the variables of ˆV with terms built over V .
First of all we have to define the abstraction t k as the depth(k) reduction of the concrete term t .
We can extend k to substitutions to obtain abstract substitutions as # k :D fx=t k j x=t 2 #g. We
assume that for any binding in # the cut is performed by using distinct variables of ˆV . We denote by
Subst k the set of substitutions V ! T k , where T k is the set of depth(k) terms.
Let A
k
µ [Goals * }(Subst k)]. As in Section 7.1 we can obtain the depth(k) answer observable
• by further abstraction of computed answer substitutions. Namely ¿k : Aca ! A
k
is defined as
¿k(X ) :D ‚G:f# k j # 2 X (G)g: (55)
The depth(k) computed answer observable • : C! A
k
is • :D ¿k –» . For simplicity in the following
we assume that for any syntactic expression we rename variables in V and ˆV with variables still in V
and ˆV respectively. Then, by applying the definition, the abstract operators turn out to be
A ¢˜ X D `[2=A] where 2 :D f# k jhH;20i is a renamed apart (from A) version of
hA0; X (A0)i; for some A0 • A; # 0 2 20; # D mgu(A; H# 0)jAg;
X1 ˜£X2 D ‚G:f# k j(G1;G2) D G; for i 2 f1; 2g; #i is a renamed version of an
element in Xi (G i ); via a renaming ‰i s.t. ‰i jG i D ";
var(G1; #1) \ var(G2; #2) µ var(G1) \ var(G2) and
# D (#1 – mgu(G2#1;G2#2))jGg:25
23 In the appendix we show how the abstract operations of ˆ can be defined in terms of ¿0 and the abstract operators of » .
24 The depth(1) cut of the term f (a, x; x; y; g(z)) is f (xˆ1; : : : ; xˆ5).
25 In the appendix we show how the abstract operations of • can be defined in terms of ¿k and the abstract operators of » .
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In the appendix we prove that • is semi-denotational and that the abstract semantic function is
˜Cvp(t)ˆ BbX D ‚p(x):f# k j x are new variables; #i 2 X (pi (xi )) and
# D (fx=tg – mgu(B; (p1(x1)#1; : : : ; pn(xn)#n)))jxg:
8. SEMI-PERFECT OBSERVABLES
The relation between operational and denotational definitions that we have noticed for precise (perfect
and denotational) observables holds for nonprecise observables too. However, since for nonprecise
observables we only have a good denotational definition (semi-denotational observables), we should
introduce a further class (semi-perfect observables). Semi-perfect observables have all the properties of
perfect observables apart from precision. In particular, they have equivalent operational and denotational
semantics, and the (top-down and bottom-up) goal-independent denotations are AND-compositional and
OR-compositional. Let us just note that semi-perfect observables are essentially the observables which
model top-down abstract interpretation frameworks (see, for example, [7]).
We relax the optimality conditions of perfect observables axioms to admit nonprecise. ¢˜; ˜£, and ˜x
operators. However, we guarantee that weak (compositionality) properties are still satisfied. Hence every
perfect observable is a semi-perfect observable, but the converse does not hold.
DEFINITION 8.1. Let fi : C ! A be an observable. Then fi is a semi-perfect observable if, for any
A 2 Atoms; D0; D00 2 C; D 2 UC, and G 2Goals the following properties hold.
¢˜; ˜£; and ˜x distribute over
X˜
; (56)
fi(A ¢ °fi(IdI)) D fi(A ¢ IdI) D fi(`A); (57)
fi(°fi(D0) x °fi(IdC)) D fi(D0 x IdC) D fi(D0); (58)
fi(°fi(D0)£ °fi(`G)) D fi(D0 £ `G); (59)
fi(°fi(D0) x °fi(su(°fi(D)))) D fi(D0 x su(°fi(D))); (60)
fi(°fi(D0) x °fi(GvGb°fi(D))) D fi
¡
D0 xGvGb°fi(D)
¢
; (61)
fi
¡
°fi(A ¢ °fi(D0))£ °fi¡GvGb°fi(D)¢¢ D fi¡(A ¢ °fi(D0))£ GvGb°fi(D)¢; (62)
fi(°fi(D0)£ °fi(°fi(D00) x su(°fi(D)))) D fi(°fi(D0)£ (°fi(D00) x su(°fi(D)))); (63)
fi(°fi(D0) x °fi(°fi(D00) x su(°fi(D)))) D fi(°fi(D0) x (°fi(D00) x su(°fi(D)))); (64)
fi(A ¢ °fi(°fi(D0) x su(°fi(D)))) D fi(A ¢ (°fi(D0) x su(°fi(D)))): (65)
As was the case for semi-denotational observables (Definition 7.1), the intuition behind the axioms
of this definition is that the precision is lost in the first closure step only.
First of all, we prove that every semi-perfect observable is also semi-denotational. By Definitions
8.1 and 7.1, we have only to show that equation (45) holds, namely fi(D x pu(°fi(PfD j g j2J ))) D
fi(D x pu(Pf°fi(D j )g j2J )), for any D 2 C and every chain fD j g j2J µ UC.
THEOREM 8.1. Let fi : C ! A be a semi-perfect observable; X 2 UA; D0 2 C; D 2 UC;G be a
goal; fXi gi2I µ UA and fD j g j2J µ UC be chains. Then
1: GfivGbX D fi
¡GvGb° (X )¢;
2: GfivGb ˜6fXi gi2I D ePfGfivGbXi gi2I ;
3: fi(D0 x pu(°fi(PfD j g j2J ))) D fi(D0 x pu(Pf°fi(D j )g j2J ));
4: fi(D0 x pu(°fi(D))) D fi(°fi(D0) x pu(°fi(D))).
Proof. We prove the points separately.
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Point 1. The proof is by induction on G. If G D u, by definition of Gv¢b and Gfiv¢b; GfivubX D
fi(`u) D fi(Gvub° (X )). Otherwise let G D (A;G 0). The following facts hold.
Gfiv(A;G 0)bX [by definition of Gfiv¢b]
D AfivAbX ˜£GfivG 0bX [by definition of Afiv¢b and inductive hypothesis]
D (A ¢˜ X ) ˜£fi¡GvG 0b° (X )¢ [by definition of ¢˜ and ˜£]
D fi¡°fi(A ¢ ° (X ))£ °fi¡GvG 0b° (X )¢¢ [by (62)]
D fi¡(A ¢ ° (X ))£ GvG 0b° (X )¢ [by definition of Gv¢b]
D fi¡Gv(A;G 0)b° (X )¢:
Point 2. The proof is by induction on G. If G D u, by definition of Gfiv¢b;Gfivub ˜6fXi gi2I D fi(`u) DP˜fGfivubXi gi2I . Otherwise let G D (A;G 0). The following equivalences hold.
Gfiv(A;G 0)b ˜6fXi gi2I [by definition of Gfiv¢b]
D AfivAb ˜6fXi gi2I ˜£GfivG 0b ˜6fXi gi2I [by definition of Afiv¢b and inductive hypothesis]
D
‡
A ¢˜
X˜
fXi gi2I
·
˜£
X˜
fGfivG 0bXi gi2I [by (56)]
D
X˜
f(A ¢˜ X j ) ˜£GfivG 0bXi gi; j2I [since fXi gi2I is a chain]
D
X˜
f(A ¢˜ Xi ) ˜£GfivG 0bXi gi2I [by definition of Afiv¢b and Gfiv¢b]
D
X˜
fGfiv(A;G 0)bXi gi2I :
Point 3. The following equivalences hold.
fi
‡
D0 x pu
‡
°fi
‡X
fD j g j2J
···
[by definition of pu and Lemma 2.1]
D fi
‡X'
D0 xGvGb°fi(6fD j g j2J )
“
G2Goals
·
[by (30) and (61)]
D fi
‡X'
°fi
¡
°fi(D0) x °fi¡GvGb°fi(6f°fi(D j )g j2J )¢¢“G2Goals·
[by definition of the abstract operators]
D
X˜'
fi(D0) ˜xfi¡GvGb° ( ˜6ffi(D j )g j2J )¢“G2Goals
[by Point 1]
D
X˜'
fi(D0) ˜xGfivGb ˜6ffi(D j )g j2J
“
G2Goals
[by Point 2 and (56)]
D
X˜nX˜'
fi(D0) ˜xGfivGbfi(D j )
“
j2J
o
G2Goals
[by definition of the abstract operators and Point 1]
D fi
‡Xn
°fi
‡X'
°fi
¡
°fi(D0) x °fi¡GvGb°fi(D j )¢¢“ j2J·oG2Goals·
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[by (61) and (30)]
D fi
‡XnX'
D0 xGvGb°fi(D j )
“
j2J
o
G2Goals
·
[by Lemma 2.1 and since fD j g j2J is a chain]
D fi
‡
D0 x
X'GvGb6f°fi(D j )g j2J “G2Goals·
[by definition of pu]
D fi
‡
D0 x pu
‡X
f°fi(D j )g j2J
··
:
Point 4. The proof is straightforward, by definition of pu, Lemma 2.1 and (61).
COROLLARY 8.1. Let fi : C!A be a semi-perfect observable. Then fi is a semi-denotational ob-
servable.
LEMMA 8.1. Let fi : C!A be a semi-perfect observable; X 2 UA and fX j g j2 j µ UA be a chain.
1: sufi(X ) D fi(su(° (X )));
2: fi(sun(° (
P˜fX j g j2J ))) D fi(Pfsun(° (X j ))g j2J ).
Proof.
Point 1. The proof follows by Corollary 8.1 and Point 2 of Lemma 7.1.
Point 2. We prove the two inclusions separately.
(‚) Straightforward, since ¢;£;P and fi are monotonic, ° (X j ) v ° (P˜fX j g j2J ), for any j 2 J ,
and
P
is the lub operation on C.
(•) The proof is by induction on n. For n D 0 the proof is immediate, by definition of su0.
Now observe that
su
‡
°
‡X˜
fX j g j2J
··
[since °fi is extensive and by Point 1]
• °
‡
sufi
‡X˜
fX j g j2J
··
[by (56)]
D °
‡X˜
fsufi(X j g j2J )
·
[by Point 1, by the definition of P˜, and by (30)]
D °fi
‡X
fsu(° (X j ))g j2J
·
:
Then, for n > 0 the following equivalences hold.
fi
‡
sun
‡
°
‡X˜
fX j g j2J
···
[by definition of sun]
D fi
‡
sun¡1
‡
°
‡X˜
fX j g j2J
··
x su
‡
°
‡X˜
fX j g j2J
···
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[by inductive hypothesis, by the previous result and since °fi is extensive]
• fi
‡
°fi
‡X
fsun¡1(° (X j ))g j2J
·
x °fi
‡X
fsu(° (X j ))g j2J
··
[by definition of P˜ and ˜x and by (30)]
D
X˜
ffi(sun¡1(° (X j )))g j2J ˜x
X˜
ffi(su(° (X j )))g j2J
[by (56) and since fX j g j2J µ UA is a chain]
D
X˜
ffi(sun¡1(° (X j ))) ˜xfi(su(° (X j )))g j2J
[by definition of the abstract operators]
D fi
‡X
f°fi(°fi(sun¡1(° (X j ))) x °fi(su(° (X j ))))g j2J
·
[by (60) and (30)]
D fi
‡X
fsun¡1(° (X j )) x su(° (X j ))g j2J
·
[by definition of sun]
D fi
‡X
fsun(° (X j ))g j2J
·
:
LEMMA 8.2. Let fi : C! A be a semi-perfect observable; P be a program and G be a goal. Then
1: BfivG in Pb D fi(`G x
Pfsun(°fi(tree(P)))gn‚0).
2: OfivPb D (fi(IdI x
Pfsun(°fi(tree(P)))gn‚0))=·A .
Proof. We prove the points separately.
Point 1. First of all, we prove that unf nP;fi(fi(`G)) D fi(`G x sun(°fi(tree(P)))). The proof is by
induction on n ‚ 0. For n D 0, by definition, unf 0P;fi(fi(`G)) D fi(`G) D fi(`G x su0(°fi(tree(P)))).
For n > 0, the following equivalences hold.
unf nP;fi(fi(`G))
[by definition of unf nP;fi]
D unf n¡1P;fi (fi(`G)) ˜x sufi(fi(tree(P)))
[by inductive hypothesis, definition of ˜x and Point 1 of Lemma 8.1]
D fi(°fi(`G x sun¡1(°fi(tree(P)))) x °fi(su(°fi(tree(P)))))
[by (60)]
D fi((`G x sun¡1(°fi(tree(P)))) x su(°fi(tree(P))))
[by Point 2 of Lemma 6 in [15]]
D fi(`G x sun(°fi(tree(P)))):
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Therefore, the following equivalences hold.
BfivG in Pb [by (28)]
D
X˜'
unf kP;fi(fi(`G))
“
k‚0 [by the previous result and (30)]
D fi
‡X
f`G x sun(°fi(tree(P)))gn‚0
·
[by Lemma 2.1]
D fi
‡
`G x
X
fsun(°fi(tree(P)))gn‚0
·
:
Point 2. The following facts hold.
OfivPb [by definition]
D
X˜
fBfivp(x) in Pb=·Agp(x)2Goals [by definition of ·A and
P˜]
D
‡X˜
fBfivp(x) in Pbgp(x)2Goals
·.
·A
[by the previous result]
D
µX˜n
fi
‡
`p(x) x
X
fsun(°fi(tree(P)))gn‚0
·o
p(x)2Goals
¶.
·A
[by (30) and definition of P˜]
D
µ
fi
µXn
`p(x) x
X
fsun(°fi(tree(P)))gn‚0
o
p(x)2Goals
¶¶.
·A
[by Lemma 2.1]
D
‡
fi
‡X'
`p(x)
“
p(x)2Goals x
X
fsun(°fi(tree(P)))gn‚0
··.
·A
[by definition of IdI]
D
‡
fi
‡
IdI x
X
fsun(°fi(tree(P)))gn‚0
··.
·A
:
We can always reconstruct the abstract behavior of a generic (non-pure and non-atomic) goal form
the abstract behavior of pure atoms. Therefore, all the properties of SLD-trees stated in [15] hold for
the abstract top-down denotation for any semi-perfect observable as well.
THEOREM 8.2. Let fi : C! A be a semi-perfect observable; A be an atom;G; G0 be goals and P be
a program. Then
1. BfivA in Pb D A ¢˜OfivPb;
2. Bfiv(G;G0) in Pb D BfivG in Pb ˜£BfivG0 in Pb.
Proof.
Point 1. We prove the two inclusions separately.
(•) By Lemma 8.2, by definition of ¢˜ and since ·A is a congruence w.r.t. ¢˜, we have to prove
that
fi
‡
`A x
X
fsun(°fi(tree(P)))gn‚0
·
• fi
‡
A ¢ °fi
‡
IdI x
X
fsun(°fi(tree(P)))gn‚0
··
:
By using the same arguments of Point 1 of Theorem 11 in [15], we can prove that
A ¢
‡
IdI x
X
fsun(°fi(tree(P)))gn‚0
·
D `A x
X
fsun(°fi(tree(P)))gn‚0:
Now the thesis follows by extensivity of °fi and by monotonicity of fi and of ¢.
(‚) The proof follows by Corollary 8.1 and Point 1 of Theorem 7.2.
Point 2. We prove the two inclusions separately.
(•) By Point 1 of Lemma 8.2, Bfiv(G;G0) in Pb D fi(`(G;G 0) x
Pfsun(°fi(tree(P)))gn‚0).
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Then, by using the same arguments of Point 2 of Theorem 11 in [15], we can prove that
`(G;G0) x
X
fsun(°fi(tree(P)))gn‚0
D
‡
`G x
X
fsun(°fi(tree(P)))gn‚0
·
£
‡
`G0 x
X
fsun(°fi(tree(P)))gn‚0
·
:
The thesis follows by °fi extensivity, Point 1 of Lemma 8.2 and definition of ˜£.
(‚) The proof follows by Corollary 8.1 and by Point 2 of Theorem 7.2.
From Theorem 8.2 we can immediately derive that, for any atom A, goal G and program P ,
Bfivh in Pb D `h; (66)
Bfiv(A;G) in Pb D (A ¢˜ OfivPb) ˜£ BfivG in Pb: (67)
Now we prove the abstract OR-compositionality for semi-perfect observables. First of all, by definition
of ˜], we have to prove that the function ˜HX is continuous (see (35)). Then, by construction, the least
fixpoint of the function ˜HX is the least solution of the equation [X ]⁄fi D fi(IdI) ˜C ([X ]⁄fi ˜x sufi(X )).
LEMMA 8.3. Let X 2 UA and let fi be a semi-perfect observable.
1. ˜HX – fi D fi –H° (X );
2. ˜HX is continuous;
3. [X ]⁄fi D lfpA ˜Hx D fi(lfpCH° (X )) D fi([° (X )]⁄).
Proof. We prove the points separately.
Point 1. Let D 2 C. The following equivalences hold.
˜HX (fi(D)) [by definition of ˜HX ]
D fi(IdI) ˜C (fi(D) ˜x sufi(X )) [by Point 1 of Lemma 8.1]
D fi(IdI) ˜C (fi(D) ˜x fi(su(° (X )))) [by definition of ˜x and ˜C]
D fi(°fi(IdI)C °fi(°fi(D) x °fi(su(° (X ))))) [by (60) and (30)]
D fi(IdI C (D x su(° (X )))) [by definition ofH° (X )]
D fi(H° (X )(D)):
Point 2. Let fXi gi2I µ UA be a chain. Since
P˜
is the lub operation on UA, we have to prove
that
P˜f ˜HX (Xi )gi2I D ˜HX ¡P˜fXi gi2I ¢. The following equalities hold.
˜HX
‡X˜
fXi gi2I
·
[by definition of P˜ and Point 1]
D fi
‡
IdI C
‡X
f° (Xi )gi2I x su(° (X ))
··
[by Lemma 2.1 and (30)]
D fi
‡X
f°fi(IdI C (° (Xi ) x su(° (X ))))gi2I
·
[by Point 1 and since fi° D Id ]
D fi
‡X
f° ( ˜HX (Xi ))gi2I
·
[by definition of P˜]
D
X˜
f ˜HX (Xi )gi2I :
Point 3. First of all we prove that, for any n ‚ 0; ˜HX"n D fi(H° (X )"n). The proof is by induction
on n. For n D 0 the proof is straightforward by observing that ˜HX"0 D?AD fi(?C) D fi(H° (X )"0). For
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n > 0 the following equivalences hold.
˜HX"n [by definition of ¢"n]
D ˜HX ( ˜HX"n¡1) [by inductive hypothesis]
D ˜HX
¡
fi
¡H° (X )"n¡1¢¢ [by Point 1]
D fi ¡H° (X ) ¡H° (X )"n¡1¢¢ [by definition of ¢ "n]
D fi ¡H° (X )"n¢ :
Finally
[X ]⁄fi [by construction]
D lfpA ˜HX [by Point 2]
D
X˜
f ˜HX"ngn‚0 [by the previous result]
D
X˜'
fi
¡H° (X )"n¢ “n‚0 [by (30)]
D fi
‡X'H° (X )"n“n‚0· [by continuity ofH° (X )]
D fi¡lfpCH° (X )¢ [by construction]
D fi([° (X )]⁄):
COROLLARY 8.2. Let fi : C ! A be a semi-perfect observable and P1; P2 be programs. Then
OfivP1 [ P2b D OfivP1b ˜] OfivP2b.
Proof. First of all we prove that
OfivP1b ˜] OfivP2b D fi
‡
IdI x
X
fsun(° (OfivP1b ˜COfivP2b))gn‚0
·
: (68)
The following equivalences hold.
OfivP1b ˜] OfivP2b (by definition of ˜])
D [OfivP1b ˜C OfivP2b]⁄fi (by Point 3 of Lemma 8.3)
D fi([° (OfivP1b ˜C OfivP2b)]⁄) (by the proof of Theorem 15 in [15])
D fi
‡
IdI x
X
fsun(° (OfivP1b ˜C OfivP2b))gn‚0
·
:
Now, we can prove the two inclusions separately.
(•) By (68) and Point 2 of Lemma 8.2, we have to prove that
fi
‡
IdI x
X
fsun(°fi(tree(P1 [ P2)))gn‚0
·
• fi
‡
IdI x
X
fsun(° (OfivP1b ˜C OfivP2b))gn‚0
·
:
We prove that, for any n ‚ 0, sun(°fi(tree(P1 [ P2))) v sun(° (OfivP1b ˜C OfivP2b)). Then the thesis
follows by monotonicity of x and fi. Observe that, since (for any program P) tree(P) is a pure collection,
°fi(tree(P)) v IdI x su(°fi(tree(P))) v ° (OfivPb). Then, by definition of tree and ˜C and by (30),
°fi(tree(P1 [ P2)) D ° (fi(tree(P1)) ˜C fi(tree(P2))) v ° (OfivP1b ˜C OfivP2b) and therefore, since ¢ and
£ are monotonic, su(°fi(tree(P1 [ P2))) v su(° (OfivP1b ˜COfivP2b)). Then, since x is also monotonic,
for any n ‚ 0, sun(°fi(tree(P1 [ P2))) v sun(° (OfivP1b ˜C OfivP2b)).
(‚) First of all observe that, for any i 2 f1; 2g;OfivPi b • OfivP1 [ P2b and therefore, since ˜C is
the lub operation on A, OfivP1b ˜C OfivP2b • OfivP1 [ P2b. Then, since ° , ¢ and £ are monotonic, for
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any n ‚ 0,
sun(° (OfivP1b ˜C OfivP2b)) v sun(° (OfivP1 [ P2b)): (69)
Now the following statements hold.
sun(° (OfivP1 [ P2b))
[by Point 2 of Lemma 8.2]
D sun
‡
°fi
‡
IdI x
X
fsun(°fi(tree(P1 [ P2)))gn‚0
··
[by definition of the abstract operators and Lemma 2.1]
v sun
‡
°
‡X˜ '
unf kP1[P2;fi(fi(IdI))
“
k‚0
··
[by Point 2 of Lemma 8.1 and since °fi is extensive]
v °fi
‡X'
sun
¡
°
¡
unf kP1[P2;fi(fi(IdI))
¢¢“
k‚0
·
[by Point 3 of Lemma 7.2 and Corollary 8.1]
v °fi
‡X'
°
¡
unf knP1[P2;fi(fi(IdC))
¢“
k‚0
·
[by set-theoretic properties]
D °fi
‡X'
°
¡
unf kP1[P2;fi(fi(IdC))
¢“
k‚0
·
: (70)
Moreover, by (29) and (56), Ofi[ P] D [
P˜funf kP;fi(fi(IdI))gk‚0]=·A . Therefore
Ofi[ P1] ˜]Ofi[ P2]
[by (68)]
D fi
‡
IdI 
X
fsun(° (Ofi[ P1] ˜COfi[ P2] ))gn‚0
·
[by (69), (70), and since fi is monotonic]
• fi
‡
IdI  °fi
‡X'
° (unf kP1[P2;fi(fi(IdC)))
“
k‚0
··
[by definition of the abstract operators, since °fi is extensive and by (56)]
•
X˜'
fi(IdI) ˜ unf kP1[P2;fi(fi(IdC))
“
k‚0
[by Point 2 of Lemma 7.2 and Corollary 8.1]
•
X˜'
unf kP1[P2;fi(fi(IdI))
“
k‚0
[by the previous observation]
D Ofi[ P1 [ P2] : ¥
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In Corollary 8.3 we will prove that the abstract top-down and the abstract bottom-up denotations are
indeed equivalent, which implies (by Theorem 8.2) the equivalence between the denotational and the
operational semantics.
THEOREM 8.3. Let fi : C ! A be a semi-perfect observable; c be a clause; X 2 CA and P be a
program. Then
1. Cfi[c] X D fi(C[c] ° (X ));
2. Pfi[ P] X D fi(P[ P] ° (X ));
3. Pfi[ P] is continuous on A and Ffi[ P] D Pfi[ P]"!:
Proof. We prove the points separately.
Point 1. Let c D H ˆ B. The following equalities hold.
Cfi[c] X [by definition of Cfi[ ¢] ]
Dfi(tree(c)) ˜Gfi[ B] X [by Point 1 of Theorem 8.1]
Dfi¡tree(c)¢ ˜fi¡G[ B] ° (X )¢ [by definition of ˜]
Dfi¡°fi(tree(c))  °fi¡G[ B] ° (X )¢¢ [by (61)]
Dfi¡tree(c) G[ B] ° (X )¢ [by definition of C[ ¢] ]
Dfi¡C[c] ° (X )¢:
Point 2. The proof is straightforward by Point 1, (30) and definition of Pfi[ P] .
Point 3. Let fXi gi2I µ UA be a chain. Since
P˜
is the lub operation on UA, we have to prove
that
P˜fPfi[ P] Xi gi2I D Pfi[ P]P˜fXi gi2I . First of all, note that the following equalities hold.
Cfi[c]P˜fXi gi2I [by definition of Cfi[ ¢] ]
Dfi(tree(c)) ˜Gfi[ B]P˜fXi gi2I [by Point 2 of Theorem 8.1]
Dfi(tree(c)) ˜ P˜'Gfi[ B] Xi “i2I [by (56)]
D P˜'fi(tree(c)) ˜Gfi[ B] Xi “i2I [by definition of Cfi[ ¢] ]
D P˜'Cfi[c] Xi “i2I :
Now the proof is straightforward by definition of Pfi[ P] . ¥
Finally, by using Theorems 8.3 and 8.2, we can prove the equivalences between the denotational and
the operational semantics on one side, and between the top-down and bottom-up denotations on the
other side.
COROLLARY 8.3. Let fi : C ! A be a semi-perfect observable; G be a goal and P be a program.
Then
1. Ofi[ P] D Ffi[ P] ;
2. Qfi[ G in P] D Bfi[ G in P] .
Proof.
Point 1. We prove the two inclusions separately
(•) First of all, we prove that, for any n ‚ 1, Pfi[ P]"n ‚fi((IdI C °fi(tree(P)))  pun¡1(IdI C
°fi(tree(P)))). The proof is by induction on n. For n D 1 the thesis is straightforward, since
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Pfi[ P]"1 [by Point 2 of Theorem 8.3, (8),
and definition of ¢"1]
Dfi(IdI C (tree(P)  pu(°fi(?A)))) [since  is extensive]
‚fi(IdI C tree(P)) [by (30)]
Dfi(IdI C °fi(tree(P))) [by definition of pu0]
Dfi((IdI C °fi(tree(P)))  pu0(IdI C °fi(tree(P)))):
For n > 1 the following statements hold.
Pfi[ P]"n
[by definition of ¢"n and since Pfi[ P]"n¡1 • Pfi[ P]"n]
D Pfi[ P] (Pfi[ P]"n¡1) ˜CPfi[ P]"n¡1
[by Point 2 of Theorem 8.3 and (8)]
Dfi(IdI C (tree(P)  pu(° (Pfi[ P]"n¡1)))) ˜CPfi[ P]"n¡1
[by (30) and Point 4 of Theorem 8.1]
D fi(IdI C °fi(°fi(tree(P))  pu(° (Pfi[ P]"n¡1)))) ˜CPfi[ P]"n¡1
[by definition of ˜C ]
D fi(°fi(tree(P))  pu(° (Pfi[ P]"n¡1))) ˜C (fi(IdI) ˜CPfi[ P]"n¡1)
[by (30) and definition of ˜C]
D fi((°fi(tree(P))  pu(° (Pfi[ P]"n¡1)))C (IdI C ° (Pfi[ P]"n¡1)))
[since IdI C D D IdI  pu(D), for any D 2 UC]
D fi((°fi(tree(P))  pu(° (Pfi[ P]"n¡1)))C (IdI  pu(° (Pfi[ P]"n¡1))))
[by Lemma 2.1]
D fi((IdI C °fi(tree(P)))  pu(° (Pfi[ P]"n¡1)))
[by inductive hypothesis]
‚ fi((IdI C °fi(tree(P)))  pu(°fi((IdI C °fi(tree(P)))  pun¡2(IdI C °fi(tree(P))))))
[since °fi is extensive and by definition of pun¡1]
D fi((IdI C °fi(tree(P)))  pun¡1(IdI C °fi(tree(P)))):
Now, since Pfi[ P] is continuous on A, by Lemma 2.1 and (30), Ffi[ P] D
P˜fPfi[ P]"ngn‚0 ‚P˜ffi((IdIC °fi(tree(P)))  pun(IdIC °fi(tree(P))))gn‚0‚fi(IdI  Pfpun(°fi(tree(P)))gn‚0). Then,
by Corollary 19 in [15], since fi is monotonic and by Lemma 8.2, Ffi[ P] ‚ fi(IdI 
Pfsun(°fi(tree
(P)))gn‚0)DOfi[ P] .
(‚) Since (by Corollary 8.1) any semi-perfect observable is also semi-denotational, the proof is
the same of Lemma 7.3, by using Point 2 of Theorem 8.3 instead of Point 1 of Theorem 7.1.
Point 2. The proof is straightforward by Point 1 and by Theorem 8.2. ¥
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8.1. SLD-Trees with POS
We show now how to obtain groundness analysis of SLD-trees by applyig our scheme. We will obtain
abstract computations on the abstract domain POS by extending the 0 abstraction of Section 7.1 to
derivations. First of all we need to define abstract versions of atoms, goals, clauses and programs.
0(t1; : : : ; tn) :D 0(t1); : : : ; 0(tn)
0(p(t)) :D p(0(t))
0(A1; : : : ; An) :D 0(A1); : : : ; 0(An)
0(H ˆ B) :D 0(H )ˆ 0(B)
0(fc1; : : : ; cng) :D f0(c1); : : : ; 0(cn)g
Now we can extend 0 to derivations. We call POS-derivation the result of this abstraction, since it
represents an abstract derivation on the domain POS.
0
µ
G0
#1!
c1
¢ ¢ ¢ #n!
cn
Gn
¶
:D 0(G0)
0(#1)¡¡¡!
0(c1)
¢ ¢ ¢ 0(#n )¡¡¡!
0(cn )
0(Gn)
Let WFSPOS be the set of well formed sets of POS-derivations. The groundness dependencies of
SLD-tree observable 9 : C! ASldPos is the lifting of 0 : WFS! WFSPOS, which is
9(D) :D ‚G:f0(d) j d 2 D(G)g:
It can be proved that the observable9 is a semi-perfect observable. Hence the abstract transition relation
97!
P
is as accurate as possible w.r.t. the concrete one. In order to present it in a compact form, we introduce
the following notation. Let A :D p(F1; : : : ; Fn) and B :D q(E1; : : : ; Em) be abstract atoms. If p D q,
then A $ B denotes V1•i•n Fi $ Ei , otherwise it denotes false. Thus, by applying the definition
of the abstract transition system, if for some X 2 ASldPos there exist a goal G, an abstract derivation
¯G F1!
c1
¢ ¢ ¢ Fn!
cn
(B;C) 2 X (G) and a renamed apart abstract abstract clause Hˆ D 2 0(P) such that
(B $ H ) 6D false, then we can do the derivation step
X 97!
P
‚G:X (G) [
‰
¯G F1!
c1
¢ ¢ ¢ Fn!
cn
(B;C) B$H¡¡¡!
HˆD
(D;C)
flflflflH ˆ D renamed apart element in 0(P);
¯G F1!
c1
¢ ¢ ¢ Fn!
cn
(B;C) 2 X (G); (B $ H ) 6D false
¾
:
Since9 is semi-perfect, the abstract top-down denotationO9[ P] and the abstract bottom-up denotation
F9[ P] coincide and are less accurate than the abstraction of the top-down denotation 9(O[ P] ).
Let us finally note that we can obtain the observable ˆ (see Section 7.1) by collecting the results of
POS-refutations provided by 9. Namely, ˆ D … –9, where
… (X ) :D ‚G:
‰
(F1 ^ ¢ ¢ ¢ ^ Fn)jvar(G)
flflflfl0(G) F1!c1 ¢ ¢ ¢ Fn!cn ⁄ 2 X (G)
¾
:
Since ˆ is semi-denotational its transition system is too inaccurate. That’s why to perform top-down
analysis over the domain POS we have to use the (more concrete) transition system of 9 and then
collect (at the end) the abstract computer answers.
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9. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
Our results allow us to derive in a systematic way several known semantics, together with their
properties. Perfect observables allow us to reconstruct the resultants semantics in [28] and the Heyting
semantics in [39]. The results on denotational observables apply to the least Herbrand model, the atomic
logical consequence semantics [8], the s-semantics [23, 5], the partial answer semantics [22] and the
call pattern semantics [29]. The results on semi-denotational observables apply to bottom-up abstract
interpretation frameworks, such as those whose collecting semantics is the computed answer semantics
[4, 9], the correct answers semantics [32] and the call pattern semantics [26]. Finally, the results on
semi-perfect observables apply to top-down abstract interpretation frameworks [7].
There is something more we can learn from our theory of observables on the relation between deno-
tational and operational definitions and the relation between goal-independence and goal-dependence.
Denotational definitions are usually more abstract than operational definitions. This is not really nec-
essary, since we have shown that denotational definitions do exist for all sensible observables (see
the discussion below on operational observables). In particular, for those observables which have a
precise operational semantics (i.e., perfect observables, such as SLD-trees, resultants and proof trees),
there exists a fully equivalent denotational definition. The difference between an operational and de-
notational definition is not a matter of level of abstraction of the semantic domains (which can be
“very operational” as in the case of SLD-trees). It is rather a matter of style, namely the denotational
definition is compositional (and, in the case of procedure definition and procedure call, this leads to
goal-independence).
However, it is often the case that a denotational definition is compared to an operational definition
modeling a different observable. For example, when one is concerned with computed answers (or their
ground instances),
† the operational semantics is usually defined by SLD-resolution, i.e., by a transition system for
the observable SLD-trees. Computed answers (or their ground instances) are then obtained by abstracting
the final result;
† the denotational semantics is defined directly on the abstract domain by taking the least fixpoint
of the s-semantics immediate consequence operator (or of the standard ground TP operator).
This can easily be explained in our framework. In fact, computed answers and their ground instances
are denotational, and can therefore be computed operationally only by taking a more concrete (perfect)
observable. As a consequence, the operational semantics is “more expressive” and yet contains more
information. For example, from this operational semantics designed for computed answers, we can
obtain information about call patterns, since both computed answers and call patterns are abstractions
of the observable we are indeed modeling.
It is worth noting that in principle there might exist observables which can only be computed opera-
tionally. We just need to define another class, which satisfies axioms (36) and (37) and an axiom on the
extension operator symmetric w.r.t. Axiom (38), i.e.,
fi(D  D0) D fi((°fi)D  D0):
This class (operational observables) has been studied in [1] and seems to include no interesting observ-
ables.
The relation between operational and denotational definitions that we have noticed for precise ob-
servables, holds for approximate observables too. Consider now the case of groundness analysis, based
on the abstract domain POS. As in the case of precise observables, the operational and denotational
definitions, use different observables. Namely,
† the (top-down) abstract operational semantics models a semi-perfect observable (the one of
Section 8.1). Observations (i.e., groundness dependencies for computed answers) are then obtained by
abstracting the result;
† the (bottom-up) abstract denotational semantics models directly a semi-denotational observable
(the one of Section 7.1).
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As in the case of precise observables, the two definitions are equivalent from the viewpoint of preci-
sion. However, since the top-down abstract semantics is more concrete, it allows one to derive more
information (e.g. groundness dependencies of call patterns).
It is worth noting that all the observables we have considered are AND-compositional. AND-
compositionality implies goal-independence; i.e., there is no loss of precision in deriving the behavior
of a specific goal from the goal-independent denotation (this property is sometimes called “condens-
ing” in abstract interpretation). However there exist abstract domains used in the static analysis of
logic programs, for which this property does not hold. One example is the domain DEF [3], which
is a domain of propositional formulas (less accurate than POS) used for groundness analysis. It is
easy to realize that DEF is not semi-denotational since it does not satisfy Axiom (40). In the case
of non-AND-compositional observables, the denotational definition (which is AND-compositional by
construction) will in general deliver results which are less accurate than those that could be obtained
by goal-dependent operational definitions (defined for the “corresponding” more concrete observable).
This is the only case where goal-dependent top-down abstract interpretation is more accurate than
goal-independent bottom-up abstract interpretation.
Our final remark is about goal-independence. Goal-dependence is usually associated to top-down
operational definitions. One example is SLD-resolution, which given a goal, returns the meaning of the
goal. On the other side, goal-independence is usually associated to bottom-up denotational definitions.
For example, the fixpoint semantics gives a meaning to a set of procedure declarations. Our framework
shows that this is not always the case. In particular, one can get the meaning of a goal in a denotational
way (see definitions (1) and (19) for the four classes of observables we have considered). However, the
meaning of a goal is compositionally derived from the (goal-independent) meaning of the clauses. As
already noted, if the observable is AND-compositional, the denotational semantics of a goal is precise. On
the other hand, goal-independent denotations can be defined also in terms of the operational semantics,
if the observable is perfect or semi-perfect, by taking the behaviors for pure atomic goals. This shows
that top-down does not necessarily imply goal-dependence and bottom-up does not necessarily imply
goal-independence.
10. APPLICATIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Our framework was explicitly defined as a tool for the reconstruction of existing semantics, for
the systematic design of new semantics and for static program analysis. One additional application is
abstract diagnosis [14, 12, 13], a generalization of declarative debugging, which allows us to prove
whether a program satisfies an abstract specification and to locate the bugs associated with the given
observable, when the program is not correct. This operation is generally unfeasible on a generic domain,
but if we choose a suitable noetherian domain it becomes feasible. Abstract diagnosis is based on a
semantic framework [13] which is a simplified version of our framework. The diagnosis algorithms
explicitly exploit the properties of denotational and semi-denotational observables. The framework has
been further extended in [51, 42], to deal with semantics which allow one to systematically reconstruct
various inductive verification methods. Verification techniques inherit the nice features of abstract
interpretation. Namely, the verification framework is parametric with respect to the (abstract) property
we want to model. Given a specific property, the corresponding verification conditions are systematically
derived from the framework and guaranteed to be indeed sufficient partial correctness conditions. The
verification method is guaranteed to be complete, if the abstraction is precise. This proves that our
approach to approximate semantics can be used as a tool to bring techniques, which are typical of the
program analysis field, into the debugging and verification fields.
Another application which is currently under study is the design of observables with specific se-
mantic properties. The problem can be stated as follows. We want to model the observable fi, by a
semantics which has some property (such as being precise, AND-compositional, OR-compositional,
goal-independent, or top-down). If fi belongs to a class which does not enjoy that property, we need to
determine another observable fl which is more concrete than fi (and therefore is correct w.r.t. it) and
which has the required property.
Consider, for example, the case where one wants to model computed answers by an OR-compositional
semantics (because one needs to reason in a modular way). Computed answers are denotational and
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not perfect and therefore they are not OR-compositional. An OR-compositional semantics, correct
w.r.t. computed answers, was defined in [6]. It turns out to be exactly the semantics for the observable
computed resultants, which is indeed perfect and therefore OR-compositional.
As another example, assume one wants to model groundness dependencies of computed answers by
an AND-compositional (goal-independent) semantics. The simple “groundness” observable is not even
semi-denotational. On the other hand, POS is correct w.r.t. groundness dependencies of computed
answers and is semi-denotational (and therefore AND-compositional).
The theory of abstract interpretation provides tools for the systematic construction of “more concrete”
observables, i.e., refinement operators (see [25] for a recent survey). Examples of refinement operators
are reduced product, disjunctive completion, functional dependencies and Heyting completion. The
above mentioned examples can be handled by these techniques. In particular [33] shows that the resul-
tants semantics can be obtained by refining the domain of the s-semantics by functional dependencies,
while [35, 47] reconstruct POS from the “groundness” observable by Heyting completion. Within our
framework, one can handle the problem of establishing general results about the properties of a class
of observables and those of their refinements. Initial results for precise observables can be found in [1].
The framework has recently been extended to other properties of pure logic programs and to extended
logic languages. [36, 37] extend the framework with infinite computations, thus dealing with finite
failure and termination. [48, 49] extend the framework to Prolog with cut. [45] extends the framework
to Concurrent Constraints.
As a final remark, we want to point out that our approach can be generalized to other paradigms.
We just need to define a denotational and operational semantics on the same semantic domain. The
compositionality properties will be of course different and related to the language syntactic operators.
APPENDIX: PROOFS OF EXAMPLES
We present here the proofs of the properties stated in the examples. We first need some technical
results on properties of substitutions. Given a set of equations E :D fs1 De t1; : : : ; sn De tng, a (most
general) unifier of E is a (most general) unifier of (s1; : : : ; sn) and (t1; : : : ; tn). Any # unifier for E is
called solution of E if E# is variable free. Two sets of equations E1; E2 are called equivalent (denoted by
E1 …e E2) if they have the same solutions. A unifiable set of equations (terms) has an idempotent mgu.
The lattice structure on idempotent substitutions [21] is isomorphic to the lattice structure on equations
introduced in [40]. Therefore we can indifferently use equations or idempotent mgus. The following
results show the connections between the two notions that we will use in the following. Given a
substitution # :D fx1=t1; : : : ; xn=tng we define eqn(#) :D fx1 De t1; : : : ; xn De tng. If # is an
idempotent mgu of E , eqn(#) is called the solved form of E [40]. Finally, observe that for any idempotent
substitution µ , # D mgu(eqn(#)).
In the following we will always implicitly consider a nontrivial Herbrand universe (i.e., it contains
at least two elements).
LEMMA A.1. [5] Let E1; E2 be sets of equations. Then there exists fl D mgu(E1 [ E2) if and only if
there exist # D mgu(E1) and – D mgu(E2#); such that fl D #–.
LEMMA A.2. [28] Let E be a set of equations and # :D mgu(E). Then, for any substitution fl;
mgu(Efl) D mgu(eqn(#)fl).
COROLLARY A.1. Let E be a set of equations and # :D mgu(E). Given a renaming ‰; let – :D
fx‰=t‰ j x=t 2 #g. Then the following facts hold.
1. – D mgu(E‰);
2. ‰–‰¡1 D # (and therefore – D ‰¡1#‰):
Proof. We prove the points separately.
Point 1. By Lemma A.2 we have only to prove that – D mgu(eqn(#)‰). Then it is sufficient to
observe that – is an idempotent substitution and eqn(#)‰ D eqn(–).
Point 2. Let z be a variable. By definition of –; ‰–‰¡1(z) D ‰‰¡1(#(z)) D #(z). j
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In order to prove several of the following results let us consider now an equational version of SLD-
derivation, denoted by
eq!
c
, which uses equations instead of idempotent mgus [52]. The equivalence
between these two different versions of SLD-derivation can be easily proved by using the previously
mentioned isomorphism.
More precisely, let us call equational goal a conjunction E , G where E is a conjunction of equations
and G is a conjunction of non-equational atoms. We also assume that the equational part of queries is
never taken into account by the selection rule (i.e., the selection rule as a function does not have the
equational parts of resolvents neither in its domain nor in its range). Hence, for example, the leftmost
rule selects the atom p(a) in the goal s De t; p(a).
Equational derivations (via the leftmost selection rule) are formally defined as follows. Let us consider
the equational goal E; A1; : : : ; An and let c :D H ˆ B be a renamed apart clause such that E 0 :D E [
fA1 De Hg is unifiable. Then we have an equational derivation step E , A1, : : : ,An eq!
c
E 0; B; A2; : : : ; An .
Equational derivations are obtained from derivation steps in the usual way. A successful equational
derivation is a finite one which has only equational atoms in the last resolvent.
As pointed out in [52], any SLD-derivation can be transformed in an equivalent equational one, which
uses the same clauses. If # is the idempotent mgu of E , then the (idempotent) mgu # 0 of E 0# is the
computed substitution corresponding to the same step of the original SLD-derivation. The equivalence
is formally stated by the following Lemma A.3. In the following, to simplify the notation G0
#¡¡¡!
c1;:::;cn
Gn
will represent the derivation d D G0 #1!
c1
¢ ¢ ¢ #n!
cn
Gn such that # D #1 ¢ ¢ ¢#n and E0;G0
eq¡¡¡!
c1;:::;cn
En;Gn
will represent the equational derivation E0;G0
eq!
c1
¢ ¢ ¢ eq!
cn
En;Gn .
LEMMA A.3. [28] Let G be a goal. There exists a derivation G #¡¡¡!
c1;:::;cn
A if and only if there exists an
equational derivation G
eq¡¡¡!
c1;:::;cn
E; B such that # D mgu(E) and A D B# .
The proof of the following lemma is essentially the same of that given for Lemma 2.2 in [28], except
for a minor difference in the notation.
LEMMA A.4. Let G be a goal and let – be an idempotent substitution.
1. If there exists a derivation G– #¡¡¡!
c1;:::;cm
Gm such that var(c1; : : : ; cm) \ var(G) D ;; then there
exist a derivation G
# 0¡¡¡!
c1;:::;cm
G 0m and a substitution –0 D mgu(G–;G# 0); such that –jG# D # 0–0 and
Gm D G 0m–0.
2. Conversely; if there exists a derivation G #
0
¡¡¡!
c1;:::;cm
G 0m such that G– and G# 0 are unifiable
and var(c1; : : : ; cm) \ var(G–) D ;; then there exist a derivation G–
#¡¡¡!
c1;:::;cm
Gm and a substitution
–0 D mgu(G–;G# 0); such that –jG# D # 0–0 and Gm D G 0m–0.
In the following, to simplify the notation, by res(d) :D G0# ˆ Gn we will denote the resultant
associated to the derivation d :D G0
#¡¡¡!
c1;:::;cn
Gn .
LEMMA A.5. Let d :D G #
0
¡¡¡!
c1;:::;cm
G 0m be a derivation and – be an idempotent substitution such that
var(G–)\ var(clauses(d)) D ;. Then there exists # such that @–(d) D G–
#¡¡¡!
c1;:::;cm
Gm; if and only if
there exists –0 D mgu(G–;G# 0); such that res(@–(d)) D res(d)–0.
Proof. First of all observe that by definition of derivation and of the @ operation, var(clauses(d))\
(var(G–) [ var(G)) D ; and – is an idempotent substitution. Then, by Lemma A.4 and by observing
that # 0–0 D –jG#;G–# ˆ Gm D (G# 0 ˆ G 0m)–0 and thus res(@–(d)) D res(d)–0. ¥
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LEMMA A.6. Letd1 :D G1
#¡¡¡!
c1;:::;cn
B1 andd2 :D G2
¾¡¡¡¡¡!
cnC1;:::;cnCm
B2 be derivations such that var(d1)\
var(d2) D var(G1) \ var(G2). Then the following facts hold.
1. If B1 6D ⁄ then d1 ^d2 D (G1;G2)
#¡¡¡!
c1;:::;cn
(B1;G2#) and; furthermore; res(d1 ^d2) D
((G1;G2)ˆ (B1;G2))# .
2. If B1 D ⁄ then there exists # 0 such that d1 ^d2 D (G1;G2)
## 0¡¡¡¡!
c1;:::;cnCm
B if and only if there
exists –0 D mgu(G2#;G2¾ ) such that res(d1 ^d2) D ((G1;G2)ˆ B2)#–0.
Proof. We prove the points separately.
Point 1. The proof follows by definition of ^, by a straightforward inductive argument and by
observing that (since we use only idempotent mgus) B1# D B1.
Point 2. By definition of ^;d1 ^ d2 D d1 ^G2 :: @# (d2), where d1^ G2 D (G1;G2)
#¡¡¡!
c1;:::;cn
G2# . By Lemma A.5 there exists # 0 such that @# (d2) D G2#
# 0¡¡¡¡¡!
cnC1;:::;cnCm
B if and only if there exists
–0 D mgu(G2#;G2¾ ), such that G2## 0 ˆ B D (G2¾ ˆ B2)–0 D (G2# ˆ B2)–0, where the last
equality follows since –0 D mgu(G2#;G2¾ ). Since res(d1 ^d2) D (G1;G2)## 0 ˆ B we are left to
prove the following.
(G1##0 D G1#–0) It suffices to prove that, for any x 2 var(G1); x## 0 D x#–0. Let y 2 var(x#).
We have two posibilities.
(y 2 var(G2#)) Since G2## 0 D G2#–0; y# 0 D y–0.
(y 2 var(G2#)) First of all observe that, since # is idempotent and y 2 var(x#); y =2 dom(#)
and therefore y =2 var(G2), since y =2 var(G2#). Moreover, by hypothesis, var(d1)\ var(clauses(d2)) D
;. Then, by definition of derivation, y =2 var(¾ ) (since y =2 var(G2)) and y =2 var(# 0) (since y =2 var(G2#)).
Then, since –0 D mgu(G2#;G2¾ ) and (by the previous observations) y =2 var(G2#) [ var(G2¾ ); y =2
var(–0). Then y# 0 D y D y–0.
(B2#–0 D B2–0) First of all recall that in a derivation only idempotent mgus and renamed apart
clauses are used. Then it is easy to check, by a straightforward inductive argument, that ¾ is idem-
potent and B2¾ D B2. If suffices to prove that, for any x 2 var(B2); x#–0 D x–0. We have two
cases.
(x 2 var(G2)) Since –0 D mgu(G2#;G2¾ ), by the previous observation, x#–0 D x¾–0 D x–0.
(x =2 var(G2)) Since by hypothesis var(d1)\ var(d2) µ var(G2) and var(#) µ var(d1); x =2
dom(#) and therefore x#–0 D x–0. j
Now we can prove the properties stated in the examples.
Proof of Example 3.1. By definition, » maps finite elements to finite elements. We have to prove
that it satisfies (10).
Let D; D0 2 CC and D ·C D0. First of all note that by definition of » and since D is a pure
collection, »° » (D) is also a pure collection. Then it is sufficient to prove that, for any goal p(x) such
that »° » (D)(p(x)) is defined, there exists a renaming ‰ such that »° » (D0)(p(x)‰) is defined and is a
pointwise variant of »° » (D)(p(x)). The thesis follows then by symmetry.
Assume that »° » (D)(p(x)) is defined. By definition of »; D(p(x)) is also defined. Then, since (by
hypothesis) D ·C D0, there exists a renaming ‰ such that D0(p(x)‰) is defined and is a pointwise
variant of D(p(x)). Moreover, by definition of » and since D0(p(x)‰) is defined, »° » (D0)(p(x)‰) is
also defined. Now let d 2 »° » (D)(p(x)). We are left to prove that there exists d0 2 »° » (D0)(p(x)‰)
such that clauses(d)· clauses(d0). Two cases arise.
(last(d) 6D ⁄) note that last(d‰) 6D ⁄. In this case, by definition of » and since D0(p(x)‰) is
defined, d‰ 2 »° » (D0)(p(x)‰) and then the thesis.
(last(d) D ⁄) By definition of » , there exists ¯d 2 D(p(x)) such that answer(d) D answer ¯(d).
Then, since (by hypothesis) D ·C D0, there exists ¯d0 2 D0(p(x)‰) such that clauses( ¯d) · clauses( ¯d0).
By Lemma A.3 there exists an equational derivation p(x) eq¡¡¡!
c¯1;:::;c¯n
¯E , ⁄ corresponding to ¯d such that ¯# D
mgu( ¯E) and answer(d) D answer( ¯d) D ¯# jx. Moreover, by Lemma A.3 again and since clauses ¯(d) ·
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clauses( ¯d0), there exists an equational derivation p(x)‰ eq¡¡¡¡!
c¯1‰;:::;c¯n‰
¯E‰, ⁄ corresponding to ¯d0 such that
¯# 0 D mgu( ¯E‰) and answer ¯(d0) D ¯# 0jx‰ .
Since x is a sequence of distinct variables, there exists a solved form of ¯E; ¯E jx [ ¯E j¡x, where
¯E jx …e fx De tg and for any i; j 2 f1; : : : ; ng if xi =2 dom( ¯#) then ti is a variable and if i 6D j and
xi ; x j =2 dom( ¯#) then ti 6D t j . By Lemma A.1, there exits ¯– D mgu( ¯E jx) and ¾¯ D mgu( ¯E j¡x ¯–) such that
¯# D ¯–¾¯ . Moreover, since ¯E jx [ ¯E j¡x is a solved form, we can choose ¯– and ¾¯ such that ¯E j¡x ¯– D ¯E j¡x
and dom(¾¯ ) \ var(¯–) D ;. Therfore ¯# jx D ¯–jx.
Analogously, there exists a solved form of ¯E‰, ¯E‰jx‰ [ ¯E‰j¡x‰ , where ¯E‰jx‰ …e fx‰ De t‰g and,
by Lemma A.1, there exist ¯–0 D mgu( ¯E‰jx‰) and ¯¾ 0 D mgu( ¯E‰j¡x‰ ¯–0) such that ¯# 0 D ¯–0 ¯¾ 0; ¯E‰j¡x‰ ¯–0 D
¯E‰j¡x‰ and dom( ¯¾ 0) \ var( ¯–0) D ;. Therefore,
answer( ¯d0) D ¯# 0jx‰ D ¯–0jx‰: (A.1)
Now, since d 2 »° » (D)(p(x)), by lemma A.3 there exists an equational derivation p(x) eq¡¡¡!
c1;:::;ck
E , ⁄
corresponding to d such that # D mgu(E) and, since answer(d) D answer( ¯d); # jx D ¯# jx.
Then, analogously to the previous cases, there exists a solved form of E; E jx [ E j¡x, where E jx …e
fx De t 0g, such that – D mgu(E jx); ¾ D mgu(E j¡x–) and # D –¾; # jx D –jx D ¯–jx. Moreover for
any i; j 2 f1; : : : ; ng if xi =2 dom(#) D dom( ¯#) then t 0i is a variable and if i 6D j and xi ; x j =2 dom( ¯#)
then t 0i 6D t 0j . Therefore E jx · ¯E jx and then there exists a renaming ‰ 0 such that ‰ 0(x) D ‰(x) and
(E jx)‰ 0 D ( ¯E jx)‰ D ¯E‰jx‰ .
Then, by definition of equational derivation, it is easy to check that there exists an equational derivation
p(x)‰ eq¡¡¡¡¡!
c1‰ 0;:::;ck‰ 0
E‰ 0;⁄ (A.2)
and, analogously to the previous cases, there exists a solved form ¯E‰jx‰ [ E‰ 0j¡x‰ such that ¯–0 D
mgu(E‰jx‰); ¾ 0 D mgu(E‰ 0j¡x‰), # 0 D mgu(E‰) D ¯–0¾ 0 and ¯# jx‰ D ¯–0jx‰ .
Therefore, by (A.1)
# 0jx‰ D ¯# 0jx‰: (A.3)
By Lemma A.3 and by (A.2), there exists a derivation d0 D p(x)‰ #
0
¡¡¡¡¡!
c1‰ 0;:::;ck‰ 0
⁄. Moreover, since ¯d0 2
D0(p(x)‰), by (A.3) and definition of »;d0 2 »° » (D0)(p(x)‰). Finally, by construction, clauses(d)·
clauses(d0) and then the thesis. ¥
Proof of Section 5.1. We prove that the three abstract operations are correctly defined.
(¢˜ operation) By definition of @ , given a derivation d and an idempotent substitution – such that
@–(d) is defined, length(@–(d)) • length(d). Then there exists a derivation d0 which is a prefix of d such
that @–(d) D @–(d0) and length(@–(d0)) D length(d0).
Now observe that, by definition of collection, for any D 2 C and any G 2Goals, if D(G) is defined
then D(G) is a well-formed set of derivations and, therefore, for any d 2 D(G), if d0 is a prefix of d
then d0 2 D(G). By the previous observations, given an atom A and a collection D,
A ¢ D D `[S=A] where S D f@–(d0) j S0 is renamed apart (from A) version of D(A0), for some
A0 • A;d0 2 S0, there exists – s:t: A D first(d0)–; @–(d0) is defined and length(@–(d0))D
length(d0)g.
Then, by Lemma A.5, there exists d 2 (A ¢ D)(A) if and only if there exists a substitution – such that
d D @–(d0), where d0 2 S0; S0 is renamed apart (from A) version of D(A0), for some A0 • A; H D
first(d0); A D H–; res(d0) D H 0 ˆ B 0, there exists # D mgu(A; H 0) and res(d) D res(d0)# . Moreover
observe that, if A0 • A and H is a renamed apart (from A) version of A0, then there exists a substitution
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– such that A D H–. Then the following equivalences hold.
A ¢˜ X
[by definition of ¢˜ and´ ]
D ‚G: fres(d) j d 2 (A ¢ ´° (X ))(G)g
[by the previous results]
D `[R=A] where R D f(H 0 ˆ B0)# j S0 is renamed apart (from A) version of ´° (X )(A0); for some
A0 • A; d0 2 S0; res(d0) D H 0 ˆ B0 and # D mgu(A; H 0)g
[by definition of ´° and since # D mgu(A; H 0)]
D `[R=A] where R D f(Aˆ B0)# j R0 is renamed apart (from A) version of X (A0), for some A0 • A;
H 0 ˆ B 0 2 R0 and # D mgu(A; H 0)g.
( ˜£ operation) By definition of ^, if d1;d2 are derivations and d1 ^d2 is defined then
length(d1 ^d2)• length(d1) C length(d2). Therefore, by definition of ^, there exists d02 which is
a prefix of d2 such that d1 ^d2Dd1 ^d02 and length(d1 ^d02) D length(d1)C length(d02).
Then, analogously to the previous operation, by properties of collections,
D1 £ D2D ‚G:fd1 ^d2 j (G1;G2)DG and for i 2 f1; 2g;di is a renamed version of an element in
Di (G i ) s:t:G i D first(di );d1 ^d2 is defined and length(d1 ^d2) D length(d1)C length(d2)g.
Then, by Lemma A.6, there exists d 2 (D1 £ D2)(G) if and only if d D d1 ^d2; (G1;G2) D G
and for i 2 f1; 2g;di is a renamed version of an element in Di (G i ) such that G i D first (di ); Bi D
last (di ); #i D answer (di ); var (d1)\ var (d2) D var (G1)\ var (G2) and the following equivalences
hold
† either B1 6D ⁄ and res (d) D ((G1;G2)ˆ (B1;G2))#1 or
† B1 D ⁄ and there exists ¾ D mgu(G2#1;G2#2) such that res(d) D ((G1;G2)ˆ B2)#1¾ .
Then the following equivalences hold.
X1 ˜£X2
[by definition of ˜£ and ´ ]
D ‚G:fres(d) jd2 (´°(X1)£´° (X2))(G)g
[by the previous result]
D ‚G:f((G1;G2)ˆ B)# j (G1;G2) D G; 8i 2 f1; 2g;di is a renamed version of an element in
´° (Xi )(Gi ) s:t: Gi D first(di ); #i D answer(di );Bi D last(di ); var(d1) \ var(d2) D var(G1) \
var(G2) and if B1 6D⁄ then # D#1 and BD (B1;G2) else # D#1 –mgu(G2#1;G2#2) and BDB2g
[by definition of ´° ]
D ‚G:f((G1;G2)ˆ B)# j (G1;G2) D G; 8i 2 f1; 2g; ri D G0i ˆ Bi is a renamed version of an
element in Xi (Gi ); via a renaming ‰i s:t: ‰i jGi D "; var(G1; r1)\ var(G2; r2)µ var(G1)\ var(G2);
G1#1 D G01 and if B1 6D ⁄ then # D #1jG1 ;B D (B1;G2) else B D B2; # D #1jG1 –
mgu(G2#1jG1 ;G02)g;
where the last equality follows since we can assume without loss of generality, that for any pair of
derivationsd1 andd2, the variables in var(d1)nvar(G1; res(d1)) are renamed apart fromd2. Analogously
for var(d2)nvar(G2; res(d2)).
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˜x operation) Let d1;d2 be derivations such that d1 ::d2 is defined, G :D first(d1), B :D last(d2) and
(for i 2 f1; 2g) #i :D answer(di ). By definition of ::; res(d1 ::d2) D G#1#2 ˆ B.
Now observe that, by definition of ::, all the clauses used in the derivation d2 are renamed apart
w.r.t. G and first(d2). Moreover we assumed that only idempoteny mgus are used. Then #1 and #2 are
idempotent substitutions and, by definition of derivation and by a straightforward inductive argument,
B#1#2 D B#2 D B.
Then, by definition of x, there exists d2 (D1 x D2)(G) if and only if either d2 D1(G) or dD
d1 ::d2;d1 2 D1(G);G2· last(d1) and d2 is a renamed version of an element in D2(G2) such that
last(d1) D first(d2); var(d1) \ var(d2) D var(first(d2));B D last(d2); for i 2 f1; 2g; #i D answer(di )
and res(d) D (Gˆ B2)#1#2. Then the following equivalences hold.
X1 ˜x X2
[by definition of ˜x and ´ ]
D ‚G:fres(d) j d 2 (´° (X1) x´° (X2))(G)g
[by the previous result]
D ‚G:f(Gˆ B)# j either d 2 ´° (X1)(G); answer(d) D # and last(d) D B or d D d1 ::d2;where
d1 2 ´° (X1)(G);G2 · last(d1) and d2 is a renamed version of an element in ´° (X2)(G2) s:t:
last(d1) D first(d2); var(d1) \ var(d2) D var( first(d2)); # D answer(d1) – answer(d2) and
B D last(d2)g
[by definition of ´° ]
D ‚G:X1(G) [ f(G0 ˆ G3)# j r1 D G0 ˆ G1 2 X1(G);G1 · G2; r2 D G02 ˆ G3 is a renamed
version of an element in X2(G2), via a renaming ‰ s.t. G2‰ D G1; var(G; r1) \ var(r2) µ var(G1);
G1# D G02 and dom(#) µ var(G1)g:
In the following we need a technical result on the substitution abstraction 0.
LEMMA A.7. Let G be a goal and #; # 0 be idempotent substitutions such that G# ·G# 0. Then
(0(#))jvar(G) D (0(# 0))jvar(G).
Proof. First of all observe that, for any idempotent substitution # and sequence of variables x,
(0(#))jx D (0(# jx))jx. Then we can assume that (dom(#) [ dom(# 0)) µ var (G).
Now the proof is by induction on n D card(dom(#)ndom(# 0))C card(dom(# 0)ndom(#)).
(nD 0) Assume that # 6D# 0. Then there exists x 2 var(G) such that x# 6D x# 0. Since (by hypoth-
esis) G# · G# 0; x# is a variant of x# 0 and therefore we can assume that x# D f (y; t2; : : : ; tk);
x# 0 D f (y0; t 02; : : : ; t 0k) and y 6D y0. The extension to the general case is obvious. We have to distinguish
the following cases.
(y2 var(G) and y0 =2 var(G)) In this case we have a contradiction. In fact since # is idempotent
and (by hypothesis) y 2 range(#); y =2 dom(#) and therefore, since dom(#) D dom(# 0); y =2 dom(# 0).
Then it is easy to check that G# 6· G# 0.
(y =2 var(G) and y0 2 var(G)) The same as the previous case.
(y 2 var(G) and y0 2 var(G)) Analogously to the first case, y; y0 =2 dom(#) [ dom(# 0). Then
we prove by contradiction that G# 6· G# 0. By definition of variance, there exists a renaming ‰ such
that G#‰ D G# 0. Thus (#‰)jG D # 0jG. By our hypothesis on # and # 0; fy=y0g µ ‰ and then, since
y0 =2 dom(#) and y 2 var(G); fy=y0g µ (#‰)jG D # 0jG. This contradicts the fact that y =2 dom(# 0).
(y =2 var(G) and y0 =2 var(G)) Note that the name of the variables not in var(G) is irrelevant, since
if y =2 var(G) and y0 =2 var(G) then (0(#))jvar(G) D (0(#fy=y0; y0=yg))jvar(G). Therefore (0(#))var(G) D
(0(# 0))jvar(G).
(n > 0) Without loss of generality, we can assume that there exists x 2 dom(#)ndom(# 0). Since
(by hypothesis) dom(#) µ var(G); x 2 var(G) and, since G# · G# 0, there exists a variable y such that
fx=yg µ # . Then we have two possibilities.
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(y =2 var(G)) In this case, by definition of0; (0(#))jvar(G)D ((x$ y)^0(# jdom(#)nfxg))jvar(G) and
then, by definition of logical equivalence,
(0(#))jvar(G) D ((x $ y) ^ ((0(# jdom(#)nfxg))[y 7! x]))jvar(G): (A.4)
Now observe that (0(# jdom(#)nfxg))[y 7! x] is the formula 0(# 00), associated to the idempotent substitu-
tion # 00, obtained by replacing the occurrences of the variable y with x in the substitution # jdom(#)nfxg.
Moreover, by (A.4),
(0(#))jvar(G) D (((x$ true) ^ 0(# 00)) _ ((x$ false) ^ 0(# 00)))jvar(G) D (0(# 00))jvar(G): (A.5)
By construction G# · G# 00 and therefore G# 00 · G# 0. Moreover, since x 62 dom(# 0) [ dom(# 00) and
dom(# 00) D dom(#)nfxg; card(dom(# 0)ndom(# 00))Ccard(dom(# 00)ndom(# 0)) D n¡1. Then, by induc-
tive hypothesis, (0(# 0))jvar(G) D (0(# 00))jvar(G) and therefore, by (A.5), (0(#))jvar(G) D (0(# 0))jvar(G).
(y2 var(G)) Since G# ·G# 0, there exists a renaming ‰ such that G#‰DG# 0 and, since # 0 is
idempotent, (#‰)jG is also idempotent. Now observe that, since x 2 dom(#)ndom(# 0); (#‰)jGD# 0 and
by definition of composition, fy=xgµ (#‰)jG D # 0.
Let # 00 :Dfy=xg ¯# , where ¯# is obtained by replacing by occurrence of y with x in the substitution
# jdom(#)nfxg. By definition of 0,
0(#) D (x $ y) ^ 0(# jdom(#)nfxg)
D (x $ y) ^ ((0(# jdom(#)nfxg))[y 7! x])
D (x $ y) ^ 0( ¯#) D 0(# 00): (A.6)
By construction G# · G# 00 and then G# 00 · G# 0. Moreover, by definition of# 00; dom(# 00) D (dom(#)[
fyg)nfxg and then card(dom(# 0)ndom(# 00)) C card(dom(# 00)ndom(# 0)) D n ¡ 2. Then, by inductive
hypothesis, (0(# 0))jvar(G) D (0(# 00))jvar(G) and therefore, by (A.6), (0(#))jvar(G) D (0(# 0))jvar(G).
Proof of Section 7.1. We have to prove several facts.
(ˆ is an observable) The proof that there exists ¿ °0 such that h¿0; ¿ °0 i :Aca)*Agr is a Galois
insertion, is straightforward by definition of ¿0 . Then, we can define ˆ° : Agr ! C as ˆ° D »° – ¿ °0 .
It is easy to check that ˆ is the lifting of the domain abstraction 0. Moreover 0 maps finite elements to
finite elements.
Now, let D; D0 2 CC and D ·C D0. By definition, ˆ D ¿0» and, by the proof that » satisfies
(10) (see proof of Example 3.1), »° » (D) ·C »° » (D0), which (by definition of ·Aca ) is equivalent to
» (D) ·Aca » (D0). Then it suffices to prove (by taking X D » (D) and X 0 D » (D0)) that, for any pair of
pure A-collections X; X 0 2 CAca; X ·Aca X 0 ) ¿ °0 ¿0(X ) ·Aca ¿ °0 ¿0(X 0).
First of all observe that the following equivalences hold.
1. By definition of ¿0 , for any goal G and for any idempotent substitution # such that dom(#)µ
var(G); # 2 ¿ °0 ¿0(X )(G)() (0(#))jvar(G)! ¿0(X )(G), where! denotes the logical implication.
2. By Corollary A.1, for any substitution # such that dom(#)µ x and for any renaming ‰;
‰¡1#‰ D fx‰=t‰ j x=t 2 #g. Then 0(‰¡1#‰) D 0(#)‰ and therefore
(0(‰¡1#‰))jx‰ D ((0(#))jx)‰: (A.7)
3. By using the same arguments of the proof of Example 3.1, for any pair of pure A-collections
X; X 0 2 CAca; X ·Aca X 0 if an only if for any p(x)2Goals, there exists a renaming ‰ such that, if
X (p(x)) is defined, then X 0(p(x)‰) is defined and, for any ¯# 2 X (p(x)), there exists ¯# 0 2 X 0(p(x)‰)
such that p(x) ¯# · p(x)‰ ¯# 0 and vice versa. Then, by definition of renaming, p(x)‰‰¡1 ¯#‰ · p(x)‰ ¯# 0
and therefore, by Lemma A.7 and by (A.7), (0( ¯# 0))jx‰ D (0(‰¡1 ¯#‰))jx‰ D ((0( ¯#))jx)‰. Then, by
definition of ¿0; X ·Aca X 0 implies that, for any p(x) 2 Goals there exists a renaming ‰ such that, if
X (p(x)) is defined, then X 0(p(x)‰) is defined and ¿0(X 0)(p(x)‰) D (¿0(X )(p(x))))‰.
Now let X; X 0 2 CAca be two pure A-collections such that X ·Aca X 0. By definition of ·Aca and
by Point 3, it is sufficient to prove that, for any goal p(x) such that ¿ °0 ¿0(X )(p(x)) is defined, there
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exists a renaming ‰ such that ¿ °0 ¿0(X 0)(p(x)‰) is defined and, for any # 2 ¿ °0 ¿0(X )(p(x)), there exists
# 0 2 ¿ °0 ¿0(X 0)(p(x)‰) such that p(x)# · p(x)‰# 0. Then the thesis follows by symmetry.
Let p(x) 2 Goals such that ¿ °0 ¿0(X )(p(x)) is defined. By definition of ¿0; X (p(x)) is also defined.
Then, by Point 3 and since (by hypothesis) X ·Aca X 0, there exist a renaming ‰ such that X 0(p(x)‰) is
defined and
¿0(X 0)(p(x)‰) D (¿0(X )(p(x)))‰: (A.8)
By definition of ¿0 and since X 0(p(x)‰) is defined, ¿ °0 ¿0(X 0)(p(x)‰) is also defined. By
Corollary A.1, ‰¡1#‰ is idempotent and, since # 2 ¿ °0 ¿0(X )(p(x)); dom(‰¡1#‰)D dom(#)‰µ
var(p(x)‰). Then to prove the thesis it is sufficient to prove that ‰¡1#‰ 2 ¿ °0 ¿0(X 0)(p(x)‰).
By Point 1 and since # 2 ¿ °0 ¿0(X )(p(x)); (0(#))jx! ¿0(X )(p(x)) and therefore, by Point 2 and
(A.8), (0(‰¡1#‰))jx‰ D ((0(#))jx)‰ ! (¿0(X )(p(x)))‰ D ¿0(X 0)(p(x)‰). Then, by Point 1, ‰¡1#‰ 2
¿
°
0 ¿0(X 0)(p(x)‰) and then the thesis.
(abstract operations) Let ¢» be the abstract instantiation operation corresponding to the » observ-
able. The abstract instantiation w.r.t.ˆ can be defined in terms of ¿0 and ¢» since A ¢˜ X Dˆ(A ¢ˆ° (X )) D
¿0» (A ¢ »° ¿ °0 (X )) D ¿0(A ¢» ¿ °0 (X )). Hence the definition of the abstract operation can be computed in
terms of the corresponding operations on Aca, which have been already computed in Section 6.1. The
same holds for eP; ˜£ and ˜x.
We prove only the correctness of ¢˜. The proof of the correctness of ˜£ is analogous, while the proof
of the correctness of eP is straightforward.
First of all note that the following facts hold.
1. By definition of ¿0 , a substitution ¾ 2 ¿ °0 (X )(A0) if and only if dom(¾ )µ var(A0) and
(0(¾ ))jvar(A0) ! X (A0). Then, since (by definition of ¿0) var(X (A0)) µ var(A0); hH;20i is a renamed
version of hA0; ¿ °0 (X )(A0)i if and only if hH; F 0i is a renamed version of hA0; X (A0)i and # 0 2 20 if and
only if dom(# 0) µ var(H ) and (0(# 0))jvar(H ) ! F 0. Moreover, if F1 ! F 0 and var(F1) µ var(H ), then
there exists a substitution # 0 such that (0(# 0))jvar(H ) D F1 and therefore, by definition of ¿ °0 ; # 0 2 20.
2. Let H be an atom and –; # 0 be idempotent substitutions such that dom(–)µ var(H ); var(H–)\
var(H# 0)D; and there exists # D (mgu(H–; H# 0))jH– . Then, by definition of 0; (0(#))jvar(H–)D
((0(# 0))jvar(H) ^ 0(–))jvar(H–).
3. Let x be variables and fFi gi2I be a set of formulas such that
S
i2I (var(Fi )) is a finite set of
variables. Then, by a straightforward inductive argument on card(Si2I (var(Fi ))nfxg);Wi2I (Fi jx) D
(Wi2I Fi )jx.
Now we can prove that the ¢˜ operation is correctly defined.
A ¢˜ X
[by the first observation and by definition of ¿0]
D `£F–A⁄ where F D_f(0(#))jvar(A) j hH;20i is renamed apart (from A) version of
hA0; ¿ °0 (X )(A0)i;
for some A0 • A; # 0 220; there exists – s:t: AD H– and # D (mgu(A; H# 0))jvar(A)g;
[by points 1 and 2 and since A D H–]
D `£F–A⁄ where F D_fF 00jhH; F 0i is renamed apart (from A) version of hA0; X (A0)i; for some
A0 • A; Fi ! F 0; var(Fi ) µ var(H ); there exists – s:t: A D H–; dom(–) µ var(H ) and F 00 D
(Fi ^ 0(–))jvar(A)g;
[by logic properties]
D `£F–A⁄ where F D_fF 00 j hH; F 0i is renamed apart (from A) version of hA0; X (A0)i; for some
A0 • A; there exists – s:t: A D H–; dom(–) µ var(H ) and F 00 DWFi!F 0;var(Fi )µvar(H )(Fi
^0(–))jvar(A)g;
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[by Point 3 and since ^ is distributive on _]
D `£F–A⁄ where F D_fF 00 j hH; F 0i is renamed apart (from A) version of hA0; X (A0)i, for some
A0 • A; there exists – s:t: A D H–; dom(–) µ var(H ) and F 00 D ((WFi!F 0;var(Fi )µvar(H ) Fi )
^0(–))jvar(A)g;
[since var(F 0) µ var(H ) and by logical properties]
D `£F–A⁄ where F D_fF 00jhH; F 0i is renamed apart (from A) version of hA0; X (A0)i; for some
A0 • A; there exists – s:t: A D H–; dom(–) µ var(H ) and F 00 D (F 0 ^ 0(–))jvar(A)g:
(ˆ is a semi-denotational observable) Let A 2 Atoms; D0; D00 2 C; D 2 UC;G 2 Goals and
let fD j g j2J µ UC be a chain. First of all note that, for any goal G,
ˆ(IdI) D ‚p(x): false and ˆ(`G) D `
£ false–
G
⁄
: (A.9)
Then the following equivalences hold.
Axiom (40). The proof is straightforward by observing that ^ is left/right distributive on _.
Axiom (41). By (A.9) and by definition of abstract operators, ˆ(A ¢ ˆ°ˆ(IdI)) D A ¢˜ ˆ(IdI) D
ˆ(`A) D ˆ(A ¢ IdI).
Axioms (42), (44), and (48). We prove that ˆ(ˆ°ˆ(D0) xˆ°ˆ(D00)) D ˆ(ˆ°ˆ(D0) x D00). We
have two cases.
9B 2 Goals;d00 2 D00(B). B 6D ⁄ and last (d00) D ⁄) First of all observe that for any goal
G; ˆ(ˆ°ˆ(D0) xˆ°ˆ(D00))(G) is defined if and only if ˆ(ˆ°ˆ(D0) x D00)(G) is defined if and only
if D0(G) is defined.
Now, let us consider a goal G D p1(t1); : : : ; pn(tn) such that D0(G) is defined. By definition of ˆ ,
the derivation d D G fx1=t1g¡¡¡!
p1(x1)
¢ ¢ ¢ fxn=tng¡¡¡¡!
pn (xn )ˆB0
B0 2 ˆ°ˆ(D0), where B0 is a renamed version of B, such that
var(B0) \ var(G) D ;.
Then, by definition of x, the derivation d :: d0 2 (ˆ°ˆ(D0) x D00)(G), where d0 is a renamed apart
(w.r.t. d) version of d00, and it is easy to check that last(d :: d0) D ⁄ and answer(d :: d0) D ". More-
over, since D00 v ˆ°ˆ(D00);d :: d0 2 (ˆ°ˆ(D0) xˆ°ˆ(D00))(G).
Then, by definition of ˆ , for any G 2 Goals such that D0(G) is defined, ˆ(ˆ°ˆ(D0) xˆ°ˆ(D00))
(G) D true D ˆ(ˆ°ˆ(D0) x D00)(G) and then the thesis.
8B 2 Goals: 6 9d00 2 D00(B): B 6D ⁄ and last(d00) D ⁄) By definition of ˆ , for any B 2 Goals
there is no d0 2 ˆ°ˆ(D00)(B) such that last (d0) D ⁄. Then, by definition of ˆ;ˆ(ˆ°ˆ(D0) xˆ°ˆ
(D00)) D ˆ(D0) D ˆ(ˆ°ˆ(D0) x D00).
Axiom (43). By (A.9) and by definition of ˆ;ˆ(ˆ°ˆ(D0)£ˆ°ˆ(`G)) D ˆ(D0) ˜£ˆ(`G) D ‚G 0.
false where G 0 D (G1;G) and ˆ(D0)(G1) is defined. Now, the proof is straightforward by definition of
£, ˆ and ˜£.
Axiom (45). We prove that ˆ°ˆ(PfD j g j2J ) D Pfˆ°ˆ(D j )g j2J . The proof of the inequal-
ity w is straightforward by (30) and since ˆ°ˆ is extensive. Now, we prove the other inequal-
ity. Let G 2 Goals such that ˆ°ˆ(PfD j g j2J )(G) is defined. By definition of ˆ and eP and by
(30), ˆ(PfD j g j2J )(G) D Wfˆ(D j )(G)g j2J . Now observe that, by definition of ˆ , for any j 2
J; var(ˆ(D j )(G)) µ var(G) and therefore ˆ(D j )(G) is (equivalent to) a finite formula. Moreover,
since fD j g j2J is a chain, fˆ(D j )(G)g j2J is also a chain (ordered by logical implication). Since for any
j 2 J; var(ˆ(D j )(G)) µ var(G), the chain fˆ(D j )(G)g j2J is finite and therefore, there exists i 2 J
such that ˆ(Di )(G) D
Wfˆ(D j )(G)g j2J . Since the previous result holds for any G 2 Goals, the thesis
follows by definition of
P
and ˆ° .
Other Axioms. The proof thatˆ satisfies Axioms (46) and (47) is analogous to the proof of Axioms
(42), (44) and (48). By using the same argument,ˆ(ˆ° ˆ(D00) x su(ˆ°ˆ(D)))D ˆ(ˆ°ˆ(D00) xˆ°ˆ
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(su(ˆ°ˆ(D)))) D ˆ(D00) ˜xˆ(su(ˆ°ˆ(D))), where the last equality follows by definition of abstract
operators. Now, by defintion of ˆ ,
ˆ(D00) ˜xˆ(su(ˆ°ˆ(D))) D
(
‚G: true jD00(G) def if 9G 0;d0 2 su(ˆ°ˆ(D))(G 0): last(d0) D ⁄
ˆ(D00) otherwise
where ‚G: true jD00(G)def denotes the function which, on input G, assumes the value true if D00(G) is
defined and is otherwise undefined. Moreover,
ˆ°ˆ(D00) x su(ˆ°ˆ(D)) D
(
‚G: SGjD00(G) def if 9G 0;d0 2 su(ˆ°ˆ(D))(G 0): last(d0) D ⁄
ˆ°ˆ(D00) otherwise
where, for any G, there exists d 2 SG , such that last (d) D ⁄ and answer (d) D ".
Now, the proof follows by definition of the abstract operators and ˆ . ¥
Proof of Section 7.2. We have to prove several facts.
(• is an observable) The proof that there exists ¿ °• (X ) :D ‚G: f(#¾ )jG j# 2 X (G); ¾ 2
Subst( ˆV ! T )g such that h¿k; ¿ °k i : Aca )* A
k
is a Galois insertion, is straightforward by definition
of ¿k . Then, we can define •° : A
k
! C as •° D »° – ¿ °k . It is easy to check that • is the lifting of the
domain abstraction • . Moreover • maps finite elements to finite elements.
As was the case for Section 7.1 we have only to prove that, for any pair of pure A-collections
X; X 0 2 CAca; X ·Aca X 0 D) ¿ °k ¿k(X ) ·Aca ¿ °k ¿k(X 0), i.e., that, for any # 2 ¿ °k ¿k(X )(p(x)), there
exists # 0 2 ¿ °k ¿k(X 0)(p(y)) such that p(x)# · p(y)# 0. By ¿ °k ; ¿k definition there must be a substitution
# 2 X (p(x)) identical to # except for any sub-term rooted at depth k. Moreover (by hypothesis)
there must be a substitution ¯# 0 2 X 0(p(y)) such that p(x) ¯# · p(y) ¯# 0. Now we can easily build a
substitution # 0 2 ¿ °k ¿k(X 0)(p(y)), identical to ¯# 0 except for any sub-term rooted at depth k, such that
p(x)# · p(y)# 0.
(abstract operations) As was the case for Section 7.1 the definition of the abstract operations can
be computed in terms of the corresponding operations on Aca, which have been already computed in
Section 6.1.
Consider the ¢˜ operation and let X 0 :D `[2=A]; where2 :D f# k j hH;20i is a renamed apart (from
A) version of hA0; X (A0)i, for some A0 • A; # 0 2 20; # D mgu(A; H# 0)jAg. It suffices to prove that
X 0 D ¿k(A ¢» ¿ °k (X )), since A ¢˜ X D ¿k(A ¢» ¿ °k (X )) D •(A ¢ •° (X )).
The inclusion X 0 µ ¿k(A ¢» ¿ °k (X )) is straightforward, since we can map each depth(k) substitution to
a concrete one by mapping each variable of ˆV with a fresh variable of V . To prove the other inclusion,
let hH;200i be a renamed apart (from A) version of hA0; ¿ °k (X )(A0)i and # 00 2 200 such that there exists
mgu(A; H# 00). Then there exists hH;2000i, renamed apart (from A) version of hA0; X (A0)i; # 000 2 200
and ¾ : ˆV ! T such that # 00 D (# 000¾ )jA and there exists mgu(A; H# 000). By the properties of k ,
(mgu(A; H# 000)jA) k D (mgu(A; H# 000¾ )jA) k D (mgu(A; H# 00)jA) k . Hence, (mgu(A; H# 000)jA) k 2
X 0, because the mgu construction can build substitutions with domain in V [ ˆV , but the restriction on
the variables of A confines dom(#) in V .
An analogous argumentation holds for the ˜£ operation and the substitution # D (#1 – mgu (G2#1;
G2#2))jG .
(• is a semi-denotational observable) Let A 2 Atoms, D0; D00 2 C; D 2 UC;G 2 Goals and
fD j g j2J µ UC be a chain. In the following we denote by SubstjG µ Subst (Subst k jG µ Subst k) the
set of all the substitution # , such that dom(#) µ var (G).
First of all note that, for any goal G,
•(IdI) D ‚p(x): ; and •(`G) D `
£;–
G
⁄
: (A.10)
Then the following equivalences hold.
Axiom (40). Immediate.
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Axiom (41). By (A.10) and by definition of abstract operators, •(A ¢ •° •(IdI)) D A ¢˜ •(IdI) D
•(`A) D •(A ¢ IdI).
Axioms (42), (44), and (48). We prove that •(•° •(D0) x •° •(D00)) D •(•° •(D0) x D00). We have
two cases.
9B 2 Goals;d00 2 D00(B): B 6D ⁄ and last(d00) D ⁄) First of all observe that for any goal
G; •(•° •(D0) x •° •(D00))(G) is defined if any only if •(•° •(D0) x D00)(G) is defined if and only if
D0(G) is defined.
Now, let us consider a goal G such that D0(G) is defined. By definition of • , for any substitution
# 2 SubstjG , there exists a derivation d 2 •° •(D0), such that last(d) D B0; answer(d) D # and B0 is
a renamed version of B, such that var(B0) \ var(G) D ;. Then, by definition of x, for any substitution
# 2 SubstjG , there exists a derivationd ::d0 2 (•° •(D0) x D00)(G), whered0 is a renamed apart (w.r.t.d)
version of d00, such that answer(d ::d0)D# and last(d ::d0)D⁄. Moreover, since D00 v •° •(D00);d ::
d0 2 (•° •(D0) x •° •(D00))(G)
Then, by definition of • , for any G 2Goals such that D0(G) is defined, •(•° •(D0) x •° •(D00))(G) D
Subst k jG D •(•° •(D0) x D00) and then the thesis.
8B 2 Goals. 6 9d00 2 D00(B) : B 6D⁄ and last(d00)D⁄). By definition of• , for any B2Goals there is
nod0 2 •° •(D00)(B) such that last(d0)D⁄. Then, by definition of •; •(•° •(D0) x •° •(D00)) D •(D0) D
•(•° •(D0) x D00).
Axiom (43). By (A.10) and by definition of •; •(•° •(D0) £ •° •(`G)) D •(D0) ˜£ •(`G) D ‚G 0:
` where G 0 D (G1;G) and •(D0)(G1) is defined. Now, the proof is straightforward by definition of
£; • and ˜£.
Axiom (45). We prove that •° •(PfD j g j2J) D Pf•° •(D j )g j2J . The proof of the inequality w is
straightforward by (30) and since •° • is extensive. Now we prove the other inequality. Let G 2 Goals
such that •° •(PfD j g j2J )(G) is defined. By definition of • and of eP and by (30),
•
‡X
fD j g j2J
·
(G) D
[
f•(D j )(G)g j2J :
Now, observe that, by definition of
S
, for any # 2 •(PfD j g j2J )(G) there exists i 2 J such that
# 2 •(Di )(G). Since the previous result holds for any G 2Goals, the thesis follows by definition of
P
and •° .
Other Axioms. The proof that • satisfies Axioms (46) and (47) is analogous to the proof of
Axioms (42), (44) and (48). By using the same argument, we have that •(•° •(D00) x su(•° •(D)))D
•(•(D00) x •° •(su(•° •(D)))) D •(D00) ˜x •(su(•° •(D))), where the last equality follows by definition
of abstract operators. Now, by definition of • ,
•(D00) ˜x •(su(•° •(D))) D
(
‚G: (Subst k jG)jD00(G) def if 9G 0;d0 2 su(•° •(D))(G 0): last(d0) D ⁄
•(D00) otherwise
where ‚G: SjX (G) def denotes the function which, on input G, assumes the value S if X (G) is defined
and is otherwise undefined. Moreover,
•° •(D00) x su(•° •(D)) D
(
‚G: (SubstjG)jD00(G)def if 9G 0;d0 2 su(•° •(D))(G 0): last(d0) D ⁄
•° •(D00) otherwise
Now, the proof follows by definition of abstract operators and of • . ¥
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